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INTRODUCTION: Review, Reflect and Reveal

Dreaming Bigger is about helping every Jewish teen leader reach their full potential. We want to
provide the tools which will enrich their leadership skills and help them grow in their
responsibilities. We see you, educators, as our partners in this mission.

As the educators who guide, develop and inspire these young leaders, you know better than
anyone the challenges they are facing. Many of you started your journey as educators in the very
leadership positions which you now are responsible for overseeing. We know that there is no
greater joy than seeing the young people you lead make the transition from student to leader
themselves. You also know very well that the work to grow and develop as a leader never stops-
what is expected of you can often feel bigger than what you can offer or there’s a level of
questioning whether you are being authentically represented in the work and organizations that
you are part of. We understand the importance behind bringing the individual into the narrative
of leadership through reflection and introspection- assessing who you are, what your strengths
are and wherein lies your passion and interest so that you can lead, inspire and teach whilst
confronting yourselves in the process.

This is where the Dreaming Bigger: Guide for the Guide comes in. We have created a host of
resources, animations, masterclasses, a platform and a book which itself contains Inner
Workouts, Leadership Hacks, Case Studies, Jewish Bright Spots, examples and ideas. But we have
also created this complimentary guide to activate different elements of the educational
experience. While each session on the subjects in question will vary depending on specific
individuals, we have designed the guide in order to cater to different styles and needs.

Each chapter in this guide then directly develops a leadership idea and brings additional
suggested teachings, discussion points, messages and activities in order to enhance reflection and
development. The style varies throughout for we know different people will be using this and we
encourage you to experiment with different approaches. You know the people you work with
and everything we share can serve as additional ideas that you can use however you see fit. Each
section is divided into three parts:

REVIEW: This contains a direct reference to the book we wrote which can serve as an
introduction to the topic to be explored. This introduction functions as a trigger point for the
activities, discussions and reflective questions that follow – feel free to read it with the group and
expand.

REFLECT: The second part includes activities to help personalise the topic and provoke
further reflection. This section should challenge participants to critically think and gain a deeper
understanding.

REVEAL: The third section is designed to allow participants to internalize the given topic.
Participants should complete the session feeling confident with their general understanding and
be able recognise the tools to implement the knowledge in their own leadership.

This guide concludes with a chapter on first principles for “Working with Teens” that we gleaned
from conversations with professionals and lay leaders alike. This was a highlight of our research,
for it is you that are the leaders of the leaders. Some of you we worked with more closely,
especially in collating this guide and therefore we would like to thank Adam Cohen, Rafi
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Engelhart, Gidi Fine, Michal Fund, Keren Lax, Benjamin Lee, Penina Shtauber and Jessica
Vinokur in particular, each of whom are super talented educators across the world in a variety of
forums.

Finally, we want to thank you for educating, developing and dreaming with Jewish teens. We
hope this guide will help you along this exciting journey and feel free to access more, share
feedback or send through ideas through www.DreamingBigger.com

B’hatzlacha,
Erica and Benji
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SESSION A: Your Jewish Leadership Story

This session’s material relates to Chapter 1 of  Dreaming Bigger and is complimentary of  chapters
2-5.

REVIEW

Activity:

Explain the following scenario: You are interested in a new and exciting job that is being offered.
As part of the application process, you must write a cover letter describing who you are and why
you are the right person for the job. Consider including the “Inner Workout” as a guide to your
biography

Discussion:

● How was the experience of  writing your personalbiography?

●     Why do you think many people find it difficult to write and speak about themselves?

●     Do you think it is important to be able to explain and recognize your own story?

Message:

Being able to consider and articulate your own story is a significant tool within leadership. As we
explained in the book, the kind of one-on-one connection that Mettannah finds satisfying in her
leadership role begins with knowing and sharing her own story. When she tells a compelling
story of what Judaism means to her and how the organizations she cares about have added
significance to her life, others who hear her story may be curious and inspired. Golda Meir once
said, “Make the most of yourself by fanning the tiny, inner sparks of possibility into flames of
achievement.” When you start telling your Jewish leadership story, just like Mettannah, you take
those inner sparks and grow them into flames.

REFLECT

Activity:

Let’s take a look at the character of Esther from the Purim story. Divide the group into smaller
groups, remind everyone the relevant part of the story (here is a short summary clip:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYGqOMe-DqQ) and have each group learn and discuss
the following quotes:

“Esther did not reveal her people or her kindred, for Mordecai had told her not to reveal it” (Esther 2:10)

● Why do you think Mordechai told Esther to hide her Jewish identity?

● Can you think of  examples of  times you have wanted to hide your identity?

● Connect to the “Case Study” and allow students to offer advice to Esther and/or Shira

“For how can I bear to see the disaster which will befall my people! And how can I bear to see the destruction of
my kindred!” (Esther 8:6)

● Why did Esther feel so affected by what was happening to her nation?

● Can you think of any examples of when you felt an extreme connection to the Jewish
people?
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● Do you think it is a leadership quality to feel connected to a larger story? Why?

Regroup and have each group share a few thoughts that they discussed.

Take this one step further:

● Why is it easier for us to feel united on special occasions as opposed to in everyday
life? (Independence Day, Pesach, Purim, and often on sad occasions, terror attacks or
wars)

● What can we be doing to feel more connected to the Jewish people on a regular basis?

● How can feeling united help us have a clearer picture of  our own individual stories?

Message:

Esther knew that she could not go on hiding her identity and separate herself from her nation, in
a time of danger. Through connecting to her Jewish Story, she strengthened her own identity and
rose to be a leader:

Those who tell great leadership stories often stress the hardships and struggles they had
to overcome and some that they have yet to overcome. It makes them vulnerable, to be
sure, but it also makes them more human. We resonate with people who show us
something difficult and authentic instead of the beautiful, polished and edited exterior of
success. Humility and self-deprecation go a long way in telling a better story. At the same
time, don’t shy away from celebrating your leadership successes as they inspire others to
reach higher in their own leadership.

REVEAL

Lay the quotes on the ground from people glad to be Jewish or others reflecting on the Jews.
Ask students to read them and then pick the one that resonates with them the most and explain
why. Here are two samples:

The pursuit of knowledge for its own sake, an almost fanatical love of justice, and the desire for personal
independence – these are the features of the Jewish tradition which make me thank my lucky stars I belong to it. -
Albert Einstein

His contributions to the world’s list of great names in literature, science, art, music, finance, medicine and abstruse
learning are also very out of proportion to the weakness of his numbers. He has made a marvelous fight in this
world in all ages; and has done it with his hands tied behind him. He could be vain of himself and be excused for
it. The Egyptians, the Babylonians and the Persians rose, filled the planet with sound and splendor, then faded to
dream-stuff and passed away; the Greeks and Romans followed and made a vast noise, and they were gone; other
people have sprung up and held their torch high for a time but it burned out, and they sit in twilight now, and
have vanished. All things are mortal but the Jews; All other forces pass but he remains. - Mark Twain

Refection:

Have each member of  the group sit alone and answer the following questions:

●     Identify 1-3 of  your favourite Jewish practice/custom/tradition(s)
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● Do you know how you learnt these practices/customs/traditions? Can you link them
to a family tradition or specific family member?

● Do you want these to be practiced in your future home? Why do you think this is
important?

● If you had to write your chapter right now, identify one key sentence you would like
your chapter to include.

Message:

Whilst we are born already part of a bigger picture, being the story of the Jewish people, we all
have the privilege and responsibility to write our own individual story. We each have a chapter in
the book, but the question is what we are choosing to fill it with. Just as you would not want to
pick up a book where each chapter was the same, each of our chapters will look different to the
one before, and that is the beauty of being part of a larger story. The more we allow ourselves to
establish our history, ask ourselves where we fit in and how we can best play our part, the more
we will start to find our own meaning. Hopefully, with the tools to be able to develop our own
story, next time someone asks to know us better, we will be able to share our own story, with
pride and clarity.

We need to tell our own Jewish story. The impetus for Jewish living must come from inside the
Jewish world and even ourselves, being proactive rather than reactive. Beyond this we need to
look for ways to bring the positive into day-to-day life, not just festivals and events. We must
begin by truly believing that the Jewish story is worth telling and then reconsider how we tell that
story (lifted from:
https://forward.com/opinion/423815/enough-with-the-victim-narrative-jews-have-so-much-to-
celebrate/)
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Session B: Leading and Role Modelling

This session’s material relates to Chapter 6 of  Dreaming Bigger.

REVIEW

Activity:

Hand each participant an A4 piece of paper and ask them to trace one of their hands. Ask each
participant to write in each finger the name of an individual that has had an impact on their life
(emphasise that it can be anyone from a celebrity or sports personality to a close family member
or teacher). Once completed, ask each student to write a specific quality or character trait next to
the name of  each person.

Discussion:

● Was it easy or difficult to identify the people who have had an impact on you?
● Tell us a bit about these significant people in your lives, for example, their backgrounds,

how you met and the life paths they choose
● What are the differences between how a celebrity impacts you and someone you have a

more personal relationship with?
● You noted down each of these peoples’ traits. Do you try to embody any of these traits

within your own life? Have any of  your life plans or goals been inspired by these people?

Explain:

Have you ever wondered why we need role models? How do they change the way we think about
ourselves and the world around us? The scholar Scott LaBarge writes that we need heroes and
role models because they define the limits of our aspirations. In other words, we define our ideals
by the role models we choose, and in turn, our ideals (courage and honor, for example) define us.
Heroes symbolize the qualities we’d like to possess and the ambitions we’d like to satisfy. For
instance, a person who chooses a human rights activist as a hero, will have a very different sense
of what human excellence involves than someone who chooses, say, a contestant on a reality TV
show.

Actual, tangible human beings that have achieved their goals are powerful motivators. They break
through seemingly impenetrable barriers and show others that it’s possible to travel in a certain
direction. Of course, it was always possible, it just took a certain type of human to chart the path
and show it to be the case. Their mere existence gives us inspiration to do the same and proves
that it’s possible to follow in their footsteps.

Whilst step one is to recognise your own role models and the impact that they have on you, step
two, is seeing yourself as a role model and having this impact on others. We can be the living
embodiment of someone else’s hopes and dreams. When they look at us, they could be
observing the future they hope to build for themselves. It has suddenly become realistic. This
could be through being successful in someone’s dream job or having a daily routine someone
else is inspired to pursue, filled with a balance of meaning and pleasure. Simply through living
our lives, we never know who may decide to emulate our achievements.
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REFLECT

Activity:

Separate students into small groups and preface the activity as a safe sharing space.

Ask students to select one person from their “hand” and share with the group a specific
situation that this person had an impact on their life.

Discussion:

Once groups have shared their “situations”, continue the discussion in small groups.

● Do you think that role models plan for specific situations to be impactful “teachable
moments”?

● Why do you think you learnt from them in this situation?
● How would you feel if you saw your role model behaving in a way you considered to be

inappropriate or unethical?
● Should people in positions of leadership be held to a higher moral standard? Should your

role model have to live up to your expectations at all times?

Message:

Our actions in everyday moments speak volumes. We see this same approach through the stories
of our matriarchs and patriarchs throughout the Torah. While they were involved with the grand
dramas of their day – building a family that grew into a nation, leading the Israelites out of
slavery, receiving the Ten Commandments – the Torah also shares small stories exploring how
they interacted with others. They were role models because of their sacrifices and their small,
local, and earthly concerns. Rabbi Yehuda Amital, founder of Yeshivat Har Etzion and one of
our mentors, truly lived what he taught: “The greatest educational impact is achieved when the
teacher is unaware that he is teaching, and the student is unaware that he is learning”. Just as we
are able to identify within our own role models and the situations in which they have impacted
our lives, we can now understand that being a role model doesn’t just mean who you are when
you’re in a public space or in front of a crowd. It means authentically living and breathing your
values, regardless of  where you are and who you’re with.

REVEAL

Reflection:

Ask each participant to write down answers to the following questions

● Who are the people in your life that you are either already influencing or that you have
the opportunity to have an impact on (this can be siblings, younger students, students at
youth groups, etc)?

● Are you proud to call yourself  a role model to these people? Explain.
● How might being a role model for someone else improve your own standards?
● Would you consider social media influencers under the category of role models? Explain

why/why not.
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Explain:

With these words, William Shakespeare succinctly captured the essence of ‘role theory’: “All the
world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely players.” In short, our behaviour stems from
the parts we play in life. In society, many often play up to the roles they have been assigned by
their friends and family. Once your personality has been defined in a certain way, it can be a
struggle to reinvent yourself. You may even begin to feel like your whole identity depends on a
trait or position that you’ve been assigned. The class clown starts to fear that they will lose their
identity if they don’t continue to play up. The quiet kid, now ready to come out of their shell,
feels inhibited to do so around the people who have always viewed them as timid and shy.

As a role model, you are placed into a role by those who look up to you. This gives you a
remarkable advantage in life and is why it is so important to appreciate the variety of people that
may view you in this light. Suddenly, a shift in mindset is then possible, as you are naturally
motivated to step up. No-one wants to feel like a fraud and sometimes people need to turn this
perception into reality. Naturally, you will want the image that others have of you to always be
consistent with the decisions you are making in everyday life.

Discussion (A One-Word Sharing Exercise):

Go around the group and share one-word answers to each of  the following questions:

● Which of  your character traits do you think is the most set in-stone?
● Which character trait did you work hard to change as you grew up?
● If  you could choose to possess any positive character trait, which would it be?
● Do you think it is possible to ‘fake it till you make it’ when trying to develop a character

trait?

Message:

We must be honest on this journey we are going through to live up to these standards. Our best
role modelling comes when others see that we have the humility to change ourselves. Yet this can
only happen if we resist the temptation to be idolised by those who look up to us. We must
instead acknowledge our flaws and put our attempts to change on display. Constantly working to
become your best self is the way most teen leaders shine. You may think that you are being
stimulated by the leadership journey and therefore it is less authentic, but sometimes, as the
Talmud states, mitoch shelo lishma ba lishma (doing things for the wrong reason can lead to the right
reason) and this reflects a psychological phenomenon. The more you act in a certain way, the
more you will train yourself to become that person. You will be a role model by virtue of what
you do more than by what you say - our actions speak louder than our words. When you have the
strength to change yourself for the better, it is more likely others may strive to imitate you, and
that’s the highest form of role modelling. Then you will not only be able to recognise the role
models in your own life, but also be able to inspire others yourself.
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Session C: Your Moral Compass in Leadership

This session’s material relates to Chapter 8 of  Dreaming Bigger.

REVIEW

Activity

Divide the room into a human scale; One side represents 0, meaning completely disagree and the
other represents 100, meaning completely agree. After each of the following sample statements is
read, participants should position themselves along the scale, and use their position to represent
their percentage of  agreement with the statement:

Statements

1. Leaders should be judged to a higher standard than other people
2. Being a Jew and a leader ultimately makes you a Jewish Leader
3. One must have good values to be a leader

Discussion:

Participants are given the opportunity to share why they have positioned themselves at certain
points and a discussion should ensue accordingly, with the following ideas. Divide into small
groups and discuss the follow-up questions:

● Can all leaders really be role-models?
● Can you think of  any leaders in history and why they may not have been positive

role-models?
● What is lacking in Jewish leadership today?
● What are the different types of  leadership opportunities in the Jewish world?
● How is your leadership guided by your own specific Jewish values?
● Are there any leaders in the Bible, who, despite knowing their values, failed in their

leadership? Did they fail due to giving up those values, either momentarily or more
long-term?

● What can the Jewish people do as a leading nation to influence the world?

Message

Being a leader does not mean being someone with power and having followers. It means leading
in accordance with values and principles that allow you to inspire others. Being a Jewish Leader
requires exploring the values of your tradition and faith and using those values as a guide for
making decisions. As you saw in the Inner Workout of our book, the compass can further direct
you to realising your strengths and passions, and with a direction in mind, you can focus your
values toward a vision statement.

REFLECT

We will look at the incident involving King David and Bathsheba, and the way Natan, a prophet
and personal consultant of David, responded to the dramatic events. As the whole group, ask
one participant to read the introduction to the event. Remaining in the smaller groups,
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summarize the story, and then analyze Natan’s reaction to David’s sin. The actual text could be
used or below, there is a synopsis of the story if you’d prefer, but any medium that best reflects
this message is acceptable.

One evening, King David rose to his palace roof where he saw a woman called Batsheva
bathing on her rooftop. Batsheva was married to a man named Uria, who was a soldier in
the Army of Israel. King David saw that she was beautiful, and sent messengers to fetch
her. Batsheva came to him, and they lay together, and she fell pregnant. David, in an
attempt to cover-up his sin, recalled Uria from the battlefield, and urged him to return to
his wife, Bathsheva. David hoped that they would sleep together, and the child would be
thought of as Uria’s. However, Uria refused, and King David arranged to have Uria
stationed on the frontlines of the battlefield. In the end, Uria is killed, and David and
Bathsheva marry. Hashem calls upon Natan, a judge and prophet, to rebuke David’s
actions.

Discussion

● We spoke of  Jewish leaders using their faith and tradition as guiding leadership values.
Why is the story of  David troubling?

● Something must have caused David to lose his way - what temptations do we have in our
lives that can cause us to veer away from our values?

Now separate into smaller groups and ask one participant to read the text (Samuel II 12: 1-4):

[Natan was sent by God, and said to David after his sin] “There were two men in the same city, one
rich and one poor. The rich man had very large flocks and herds, but the poor man had only one little
lamb. He nurtured it, and it grew with him and his children… it was like a daughter to him. One day,
a traveller came to the rich man, and the rich man did not want to use his flock for a meal, so he stole the
poor man’s lamb”. David flew into a rage and said … “the man who did this deserves to die!”

● Why does Natan use this analogy? What are his goals?
● How does David’s response indicate his values?

(This could foster discussion around our natural blind spot within ourselves, compared
to others. We see this all the time in life, from how good we think our singing voice is to
when our kids do the wrong thing. Sometimes we need a Natan to find a clever way to
guide us into self-awareness)

Message

In Dreaming Bigger, we learn that leadership is not about the title, but about service and
purpose, dignity and respect. Hence, leadership guided by values will give you direction in your
thinking, actions and decision-making. Natan, as the spiritual leader of the Jewish people, was
charged with elevating each individual's limitations to greater heights. He thus sought not to
rebuke David through harsh words and chastisement, but rather, he facilitated David’s
self-realisation of his own mistakes, sparking David’s inspiration to repent and introspect. Natan
is the ultimate leader and educator. His drive for authenticity and responsibility allowed his
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followers to become leaders themselves. King David also shows us that leaders can often make
mistakes, and that every leader is human.

REVEAL

Go back to one large group and share that we see from King David that even though one may
know their values, it can be difficult to actualize them and make positive leadership decisions.
Natan shows us the benefit of  leading with a vision and purpose.

Activity

Hand out paper and offer participants to write down 3-5 of  their own values, and use them to
write out their individual leadership vision statement.

(Refer to the corresponding Inner Workout in the book for more)

Explain that there are four critical aspects to an effective leadership statement:

1. that it is written down
2. that it is in the present tense as if  you are writing it one year from now
3. that it covers key aspects of  your life and
4. that it has specific details that anchor it to reality.

This statement should be no more than one paragraph.

Message
Every person has the ability to inscribe their own name in the many pages of the book of Jewish
History. We all have the ability to lead, and each person is capable of exploring their values, and
using them as guidelines to drive their decisions. A mission statement that is realistic and relevant
to who we are in the present can turn the potential of leadership into reality. Rabbi Moshe Chaim
Luzzatto explains in his ethical masterpiece, Mesilat Yesharim, that self-awareness is the key to
traversing a world of  doubt and ambiguity, and your mission statement can act as that compass.
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Session D: Leadership by Design

This session’s material relates to Chapter 9 of  Dreaming Bigger.

REVIEW

Invite a student to read the following excerpt from “The Dash” by Linda Ellis:

I read of  a man who stood to speak at a funeral of  a friend.
He referred to the dates on the tombstone from the beginning… to the end.
He noted that first came the date of  birth and spoke of  the following date with tears,
but he said what mattered most of  all was the dash between those years.
For that dash represents all the time they spent alive on earth
and now only those who loved them know what that little line is worth...
...So when your eulogy is being read, with your life’s actions to rehash,
would you be proud of  the things they say about how you lived your dash?

As learned in the previous chapter, maximising our results in our life projects and endeavours
requires starting with the end in mind, and working backwards from there. Many teens are
terribly self-conscious about what others think of them, how they look, and the changes -
physical, emotional, and spiritual - that they go through during this period of adolescence. They
have not yet figured out or accepted, sometimes needing to gain this acceptance from others
instead. Very few teen leaders consider how they can initiate actions that will help stimulate their
legacy for years to come.

Activity
Print out templates of  synagogue plaques as appears below, one for each teen.
Give participants a few minutes to contemplate and write out what it is that they hope to be
remembered for. Once everyone is done, ask what they chose to write (if they are comfortable
sharing)

Discuss
-    Why did you choose to write those characteristics and/or values of  how you want to

be remembered? Why are they important to you?
-    Which did you exclude? Why?
-    Were you inspired by someone else that you remember in this way? If  so, who?
-    What do you think you can do to achieve what you wrote?

Explanation
This exercise would be playing off of Stephen Covey’s advice in 7 Habits of Highly Effective People,
to begin with the end in mind. Imagine you have a big decision to make and you chose to
consider the opportunity cost of each of the options available to you. The opportunity cost is
what you will lose out on by not choosing each of the respective options. This will then allow
you to choose the option that, were it not to be chosen, would trigger the most regret. Now Take
a journey to the end of your lives. Would we be happy with what we were able to accomplish
based on our current decision-making trajectory? Would we have any regrets? Once that has
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been determined, avoiding these regrets can be transformed for the positive. Taking steps to
ensure these regrets don’t materialize can be set as our goals, and we can then determine which
steps to take in order to get there.

REVEAL

The notion of setting ourselves on a course and making sure we follow through actually has deep
roots in Judaism. The reference here is not to our journey in the desert, where our final
destination was not specifically determined (it was known to be the Land of Israel, but where we
were setting the Tabernacle, and what the boundaries would be, remained ambiguous), but rather
the story of  the residence for one who unintentionally kills another - the cities of  refuge.

Source
Deuteronomy 19:3-4

ין ְל֮� ַהֶּדֶר֒� ְוִׁשַּלְׁשָּת֙ ֶאת־ְּג֣בּול ַאְרְצ֔� ָּתִכ֣
ָּמה ה ָל֥נּוס ָׁש֖ י� ְוָהיָ֕ ר יַנְִחֽיְל֖� ה׳ ֱא�ֶה֑ ֲאֶׁש֥

ָּכל־רֵֹצַֽח׃
ר י ֲאֶׁש֨ ָּמה ָוָח֑ ַח ֲאֶׁשר־יָ֥נּוס ָׁש֖ ר ָהרֵֹצ֔ ְוזֶ֙ה ְּדַב֣
ַעת ְו֛הּוא �א־ׂשֵֹנ֥א הּ֙ו ִּבְבִלי־ַד֔ ה ֶאת־ֵרֵע֙ יֶַּכ֤

ם׃ ֹֽ ל ִׁשְלׁש ֹ֥ ֖לֹו ִמְּתמ

You shall survey the distances, and divide into three parts
the territory of  the country that the LORD your God has
allotted to you, so that any manslayer may have a place to
flee to. Now this is the case of  the manslayer who may
flee there and live: one who has killed another unwittingly,
without having been his enemy in the past

The words “ הדרךלךתכין ” were translated by JPS, as included above, as surveying the land,
however the rabbinic text, Midrash Tanchuma gives us a different understanding of what these
words mean - not survey, but rather prepare:

The following is the Midrash (Tanchuma (Buber) Mas’ei 8): “You yourself shall make the roads
straight, so that [anyone fleeing to them] will not go astray… He said to him: How? He said to
him: Erect road markers directing to the cities of  refuge, so that he will know how to go there.”

In order to get the accidental killer to the city of refuge, we must make signs on the roads, so that
the way is clear and the refugee will not get lost. These signs indicate that we are going the right
way, but also serve as constant reminders of where we are going, why we are going there, and
what we hope to achieve.

Activity
Before we reach the achievements and remembrances of the end of our lives, as discussed in the
first activity, let’s think about a few examples that we might encounter on the way there.

Print out a couple of  award templates (there are plenty on Google), enough for 2-3 per teen.

Invite the participants to think about what awards they would receive at a synagogue dinner,
company gala, fraternity/sorority banquet, any other award ceremony that may take place at
some point in their lives, or specifically, high school graduation.

Discuss
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-       What award would you receive?
-       For what actions would you receive that award?
-       Why would you have done those actions? Why are they important to you?

Message
The accidental killer, his pursuer, and the signs (the reason why he needs to flee to a city of
refuge) teach us a lot about determining who we are, what we stand for, and what we hope to
accomplish. We are all on a path to some destination that we hope to arrive at safely. This path is
complex - it has many twists and turns, and many “pursuers” who are trying to pull us off our
path, and prevent us from getting to where we want to go. The world is our oyster and most
people are behind us. We just need the confidence to realise this!

We need signs - our mission statement, goals, or benchmark achievements, to guide us in the
direction that we need to head towards. It is a constant reminder of who we are and who we
aspire to be. The more signs we see; the more we look at our mission statement, and our stops
along the way, the clearer our path will be, and the more efficiently we will arrive at our
destination.

REFLECT

Creating a really powerful mission statement, which accurately reflects your character and
aspirations can really be a tough task. The values that you include should be those that are deeply
rooted within you, that are part of your DNA. Each one of these values should have a source of
inspiration and a profound understanding that should anyone ask you the significance of one of
those values, you would be able to explain exactly why it means so much to you.

Activity
Allow the participants about 10-15 minutes to research inspirational quotations of different
people they consider role models (students can focus on finding quotations about how to make
the most out of life and maximise the time we have here). Try to encourage them to research
Jewish leaders and notables, in addition to the likely celebrities and athletes and other non-Jewish
sources of inspiration. Have the teens choose 5-6 quotes that really resonate with them most. If
they need help to think of names of Jewish leaders with good quotes, you can share the following
and of  course there are a lot more:

Rabbi Yisrael Salanter
Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks
Golda Meir
David Ben Gurion
Ruth Bader Ginzberg

Menachem Begin
Rabbi Avraham Heschel
Miriam Peretz
The Lubavitch Rebbe
Anne Frank

Rabbi Soloveitchik
Shai Agnon
AD Gordon
Chaim Nachman Bialik
Nechama Leibowitz

Discuss
-       Which quotations did you pick?
-       What about them resonates with you?
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Message
Looking for sources of  inspiration to write our mission statement will help solidify our message,
and give it a firm foundation of  role models that we wish to learn from and follow. This method
can be derived from the writings of  Rabbi Kook, who writes in his bookMusar Avicha:

It seems that it is not possible to fulfil one’s
obligation in regard to the obligations of  the heart,
unless he will organize a compilation for himself  of
the teachings required to accomplish this

נראה שאי-אפשר לצאת ידי חובה בענין חובות
הלב רק אם יסדר ספר לעצמו בלימודים

הדרושים לו בזה

Rabbi Kook teaches that in order to really dedicate ourselves to a certain path, a certain way of
life, we must do our research and compile for ourselves a book that reflects the values we truly
believe in. Suggest to the participants that they use the previous activity as the start of  their
book. Take the quotes learned and write them down in a notebook. Every time they learn or see
something that they really resonate with, have them write it down as well, and then little by little
their book will become full of  teachings that will really help them learn and internalize their
values.
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CHAPTER E: Leadership and Time Management

This session’s material relates to Chapters 10-11 of  Dreaming Bigger.

REVIEW

Activity
Separate the participants into four groups, and give each group a pen and paper. Explain that
they are being given a hypothetical $86,400, and they must choose different activities that they
will spend this money on. This money must be spent within a day, and money that is not spent
today, cannot be carried over to tomorrow. Anything that is not spent is lost.

After some time, each group will present what they decided to spend their money on, and then
begin the discussion:

Discussion
● Why did you decide to spend your money on those particular activities?
● Are those activities actually part of  your everyday life, or are they irregular?
● Why $86,400?

Message and Explain
The $86,400 you were given to spend are actually the 86,400 seconds you have per day. Instead
of money, it is really the time that we don’t entirely spend well and will be unable to retrieve
tomorrow. Time is valuable, and, as leaders, time management and deciding how we best utilise
our time is critical to realising our goals, and achieving the objectives we set.

Watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOksW_NabEk (Visualising the time in our lives in
Jelly Beans)

REFLECT

Activity

After leaving slavery in Egypt, the Jewish People received their first commandment as a nation:
“This month shall mark for you the beginning of the months; it shall be the first of the months of the year for you”
(Exodus 12:2). This was the Mitzvah of marking the new month otherwise known as Rosh
Chodesh, and the fourteenth century commentator, Sforno interprets the verse to mean “from
now on these months will be yours, to do with as you like”

Discussion:

● Why is this the first commandment the Jews receive after leaving Egypt?
● Do you like the increased pressure that comes with being more in charge of  your time as

you get older?

Explain
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When the Jew’s left Egypt and its slavery, they left a life where their control over time was never
their right. They came from a life where their days, hours, and even minutes, were controlled by
their taskmasters. One of the most startling regrets many teens shared in interviews is that they
wasted too much precious time on social drama, social media, video games and other time-sinks
that they thought may impress others. Time can be used as a critical way of organizing the
disorder of  our worlds.

Further Reflection

In their groups, each participant is handed a pen and paper, and must write down a time-log of
how much time a day they spend doing the following activities:

1. Eating:
2. School:
3. Extra-curriculars:
4. Time with Friends:
5. Time with Family:
6. Homework:
7. Technology:
8. Procrastination/Interruptions:

Discussion

● Was it easy to track how you allocate your time?
● Are you more likely to call yourself a procrastinator or a workaholic, or neither? Explain

your answer?
● Do you have a way to track your time and schedule on a day-to-day basis? Do you use

your phone calendars, for example?

Message

As a teen leader, managing your time so that it doesn’t manage you is one of the best ways to
control your environment and accomplish your goals. Whether we define ourselves as
procrastinators or workaholics, when we have difficulty prioritizing and dividing our time, we can
suffer a stress build-up that can get in the way of  getting it all done.

REVEAL

Final Activity

Looking back at the Time-logs you made, re-write them according to how you would ideally like
to allocate you time, and compare the differences:

● What are the activities you wish to dedicate more or less time towards?
● What strategies could you use to effectively manage your time?
● Write one goal for your time management you would like to implement
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CHAPTER F: Leadership Stress, Anxiety and Self-Care

This session’s material relates to Chapter 10 of  Dreaming Bigger.

REVIEW:

Activity

Divide the class into groups. Either ask them to each turn to chapter in the book or present
them a printed hand-out of the below case study. In groups they are to read the case-study,
respond to the challenge and discuss the questions

Case Study

Mandy is busy all the time. She is the captain of her volleyball team, giving pep talks to her teammates
in between practices. She studies hard to keep her average above an 85 – especially now during the exam
period. She also tutors a neighbor three times a week for some extra pocket money, writes for the school
paper, sings in the choir, and now, her science teacher assigned a group project. During the first meeting
everything went really smoothly; they divided the work equally so that they would be able to move forward
the following week. Now, four days before the experiment is due, Mandy meets with her team only to find
that only one of the four members actually completed their part of the assignment. One member didn’t
even show up and wouldn’t answer the phone. Another complained about an extremely busy schedule and
the last simply said they didn’t know what to do. Mandy is so frustrated; she feels like it is up to her to
do all the work to get the grade she wants and feels she deserves – after all, she did do her part in the
project. That evening, Mandy complains to her mom about the group, and expresses her overall anxiety
as she tries to juggle all of  the things she has taken on.

Challenge: You are Mandy's mother. Respond to Mandy’s concerns

Discussion Questions

● Can you think of a time in your life where you were in a similar situation to
Mandy?

● Do you think that many teens go through these kinds of  experiences?
● If you were Mandy, would you behave in a similar way? If not, what would you do

differently?

Message

Most groups would have identified that Mandy was beginning to crumble under the stress of too
many commitments, and her mother would have advised her to take a moment, slow down, and
think how she can re-organise her schedule before she cracks. As we wrote in the book, Dr.
Betsy Stone, a psychologist and consultant who has worked with teens for decades, concludes
that this is the most anxious generation she’s ever encountered. Although stress is good for
people because it builds coping muscles, if it’s constant, it can spiral into a type of anxiety that
makes teens feel incapable, humiliated, or incompetent… Taking too many leadership roles,
spreading yourself thin, and being overwhelmed by all you’ve signed up for is a signal that it’s
time to reassess – to listen to your body and acknowledge what it’s telling you.
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REFLECT:

Having learnt that stress can be seen in the majority of teens, we are going to be taking a
moment to examine how each of us is affected by stress in our own lives, and how to combat it,
before it becomes too much.

Activity

Hand each student a print-out with a weekly planner that includes each day from 6am-11pm. Ask
the students to think of a time in their lives that is particularly busy (beginning of term, exam
period, etc) and to fill out their weekly planner according to that time. This should include
everything they do from the moment they wake-up, to when they go to bed (allocate eating time,
school, meetings, leadership roles, co-curricular activities, social activities, homework,
assignments, etc.).

Once completed, ask the students to answer the questions below according to their planner:
(Refer to the Inner Workout)

● List/highlight sources of regular stress for you. How many of them are related to
leadership activities?

● Describe the physical signs you experience when you feel stressed (thinking about the
time-period you have planned out)

● What, if anything, triggers anxiety for you (if appropriate, highlight on your planner)?
How do you manage this anxiety?

● Is there any leadership role you took on because of pressure, guilt or to build up your
college resume that you can say goodbye to?

Explain

As we wrote in the book, Dr. Herbert Freudenberger coined the term burnout and describes it
happening to people with busy schedules who have high standards and do more than what is
expected of them. They often have trouble setting realistic limitations: “They’re burning out
because they’ve pushed themselves too hard for too long”. Freudenberger identifies some of the
obvious and not so obvious symptoms: exhaustion, detachment from people and situations,
boredom and cynicism, irritability, and disorientation.

For many years now young adults have been struggling with perfectionism and there are several
factors that contribute to this increase in perfectionism. People who suffer burnout may believe
that they are the only ones who can fix something. They may get increasingly bitter if their hard
work goes unrecognized and can even suffer depression and other medical conditions: “No
matter how suddenly it seems to erupt, burnout is a chronic condition, something a person has
been working toward over a period of weeks, months, even years”. This is especially common
amongst individuals who have strong leadership potential and qualities.

Discussion

In small groups, keeping the planners in mind, and this understanding of “Burn-Out”, discuss
with the group what they will do differently next time they come across a busy time in your life
(the next set of exams, the next end of year), what will you do differently? Discuss some of the
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stress management techniques like yoga, journaling, deep breathing or meditation that can help
one calm down when feeling stressed or overwhelmed throughout the day and encourage a
culture of  reaching out for help so that burn out can be better prevented.

REVEAL:

Explain

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, shared the below words:

Ask any time-management expert for the most important distinction, and she is likely to
answer: the difference between the important and the merely urgent. Under the pressure
of time we tend to ignore the things that are important but not urgent. That is why the
Sabbath is a life-saver. It’s time dedicated to the things that are important but not urgent,
like eating together as a family, or celebrating together as a community, or simply giving
thanks. These are the things that flood a life with unexpected happiness.

Teen leaders are experiencing higher levels of stress and suffering from “Burn-Out.” Perhaps,
one of the most fundamental things we can do is to be able to differentiate between the
important and the urgent, and find the moments in everyday life where we can experience a mini
Shabbat.

Activity

Present the picture to the group. Ask them to each identify at least one self-care technique that
they can include in their planner.
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Message

As we wrote: When it comes to leadership and high achievement, we downplay the importance
of play itself – of relaxation, of keeping it light and happy. The presidential historian Doris
Kearns Goodwin in her book Leadership in Turbulent Times describes the important role of
relaxation in her study of four presidents: Abraham Lincoln, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Teddy
Roosevelt, and Lyndon Johnson. Whether it was hiking daily, storytelling, throwing small and
large parties, or taking fishing vacations, each president recognized that without honest self-care,
he could not manage the everyday stresses of leadership. If that’s true for presidents, it is true for
all of us. We need to build consistent opportunities for rest and restoration in our own lives
where we can disconnect, do a digital detox, breathe, listen, and be present with family and
friends.
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Session G: Grit and Resilience: The Strength to Keep Leading

This session’s material relates to Chapter 13 of  Dreaming Bigger.

REVIEW:

Activity

In one large circle, participants will be instructed to count to fifteen as a group. Only one person
at a time can say a number, and if two people say a number at the same time, the count begins
again from zero. The group cannot communicate with each other verbally. The group will fail a
few times before eventually succeeding.

Discussion

Immediately after the activity, in one large group, choose one participant to read the following
quote directly from our book Dreaming Bigger:

“Resilient leaders, however, do more than bounce back – they bounce forward.”

The participants will be asked the following questions:

● Describe a leadership situation you were in where you gave up or experienced rejection.
● Describe a leadership situation where you picked yourself up after facing defeat. What

gave you the grit to do that?
● What is the connection between the quote and the activity we just completed?

Explain
It’s easy to give up when we fail, and it's even easier to complain about failing. However, when
we set our sights on a particular goal, and work together as a team to achieve that goal, we are
able to fight through the failure and succeed. Bouncing forward is about taking the opportunity
to learn from any situation, and being a resilient leader means having grit and ensuring your
friends remain committed to the cause.

REFLECT:

One-on-one Discussion

Participants are separated into pairs, and dispersed around the room. They will be given a
number of  sources to read together, and then questions to discuss.

Part 1:

Hand the pairs the following quote, and give them time to read it together. After the pairs have
read the quote, ask the following questions, and allow them to discuss amongst themselves:

“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new. The righteous person falls seven times and
gets up. The evil person falls just once.” Proverbs (24:16):

● What is King Solomon teaching us about failure and making mistakes?
● Why is it the righteous person who falls seven times and gets up?
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Part 2:
Albert Einstein, one of  the greatest physicists of  all time, was a proud Jew who supported many Zionist causes,
helped establish the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and was asked to be the President of  the State of  Israel.He
once said, “It’s not that I’m so smart, it’s just that I stay with problems longer.

● What is one reason for Einstein’s continued achievements?
● How does his will to stay with a problem show grit and resilience?

Part 3:

“Some time afterward, G-d put Abraham to the test. He said to him, “Abraham,” and he answered, “Here I
am.”  (Bereshit 22:1)”

● How can you best respond to tests in life?

Message

Failure is not the opposite of success, it’s part of success. Often as leaders, we try new things to
better ourselves and those around us, however, it can result in mistakes and failure. As King
Solomon famously explains, only the righteous continually fail and get up afterwards, and
ultimately, it is resilience and grit that turns failure into a part of ones success. Angela Duckworth
observes that Grit is about working on something you care about so much that you’re willing to
stay loyal to it…it’s doing what you love, but not just falling in love – staying in love.

Einstein was a notoriously bad student as a child because he didn’t like rote learning and
struggled with authority. Nevertheless, he chose not to give up, and later in life, he developed
intellectually through a process of trial and error. Finally, we learn from Abraham, who was
tested on ten different occasions by God - his grit and resilience was the ultimate response to a
test. At times of failure or challenge, we must follow our inner call to be stoic, and simply answer
with Avraham’s response “Here I am”. Bring in other examples - see this clip as one example:
https://youtu.be/_f8vpS4IRk0

REVEAL:

Activity

Participants return to the group and are handed a piece of paper and a pen. Ask them to write
down their response privately to the following questions:

1. How do you define resilience in your own words?
2. What techniques and strategies can you use to energize yourself when your motivation is

low?
3. Identify one area in your life where resilience is needed, and from your answer above,

write one technique/strategy you can use to fight through the challenge
4. Why would you want to inspire your team-mates or group members to become resilient?
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Session H: Better Decision-Making

This session’s material relates to Chapter 14 of  Dreaming Bigger and is complimentary of
Chapter 15.

REVIEW:

Activity

Hang two sets of pages around the room, ideally each set should be represented by a different
color. Each color should represent a different category of decisions the participants might have
to make in life, one color being more serious decisions and the other more basic decisions.

For example:

● Serious decisions might be where to go to college, what to learn, where to live, what one
looks for in a life partner, how one should connect to Judaism, etc.

● More basic decisions can be which ice cream flavor to pick, whether to clean one’s room
each day or every second day, which sports team to support, should one do one’s
homework now or later, should one walk or take the subway, etc.

Each page should have the text of a different decision centered in big font, and then on the
bottom, repetition or an abbreviated version that you can cut into slits, and they can tear off to
pick that decision. It is recommended to prepare 6-10 decisions for each category.

Allow the participants to walk around the room, and survey the decisions of one type for a few
minutes and pick 1-2 of them. After they choose, invite them to sit down and write down the
steps of  their decision-making process, or their considerations.

Invite the participants to do the same thing for the other color. Once everyone has completed
both stages, move on to discussion.

Additional Activity

In small groups go around the circle and design a typical day, purely through the lens of minor
decisions (for example, one person starts the “story” of the day and is in charge of 7-9, the next
person 9-11, etc, with each person giving an example of a minor decision made in that time. It
involves everyone and some amusing/ entertaining examples could come up).

Discussion

● Was the same process used for both of  the decision types? Should it be the same?
● How many decisions do we make a day? Can we disregard some of them as unimportant

decisions? Which ones?
● Is it possible that some of the decisions we regard as less important can actually make a

big impact on our lives?

Explain
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We make tens of thousands of decisions each day, as many as 35,000 according to some
psychological journals (Psychology Today, The Leading Edge Journal and others). This averages
out to 2000 decisions per hour, or one decision every 2 seconds, assuming we don’t make
decisions in our sleep. Think about how many times we veer between choosing to study and
choosing to get distracted! We make decisions constantly and we aren’t even aware of many of
them.

Leaders are there to set an example, to guide, to rally or bring others up; and therefore, the
decisions they make, especially those that affect others, carry an extra degree of significance and
responsibility. A healthy decision-making process is therefore crucial for leaders, and the
respective chapter in the book gives quite a few good examples and suggestions. However, we
can’t use these suggestions for all decisions. So perhaps the first place we need to begin is being
aware of  the decisions we make and how we make them.

Source: Mishna Avot (2:1)

ֶׁשלְׂשָכָרןַמַּתןיֹוֵדַעַאָּתהֶׁשֵאיןְכַבֲחמּוָרה,ַקָּלהְּבִמְצָוהזִָהירֶוֱהֵויָהָאָדם?....לֹוֶׁשּיָבֹריְָׁשָרהֶדֶר�ֵאיזֹוִהיאֹוֵמר,ַרִּבי
.ִמְצֹות

Rebbi Said: which is the straight path that a man should choose for himself ? ….And be
careful with a “light” commandment as with a grave one, for you do not know the
reward for the fulfillment of  the commandments.

While this line is said regarding mitzvot of different levels, can we apply the same logic for
decisions?

REFLECT:

Activity

Set out 9 A4 pieces of  paper on the floor with the following times printed on them:

● 1 second
● A few seconds
● 1 minute
● 2 minutes
● 5 minutes
● 10 minutes
● 20 minutes
● 30 minutes
● 1 hr. or more

Prepare a list of questions of seemingly simple decisions that we make on a day to day basis. For
example:

● Coke or Sprite with your order?
● What are you going to have for lunch?
● Which movie are you going to see?
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● Who’s house will you study at for the test
● Which emoji/gif  to send?
● Deciding what to wear?

After reading out each question, ask each teen to place themself on or next to the page that
represents the amount of time they would spend on that decision. After going through all the
questions, have them regroup for a discussion.

Discussion

● Does the amount of time it takes to make a decision accurately represent the significance
of  that decision?

● Are there some decisions that take more time than they really should?
● What are some decisions that you might be able to invest less time in deciding upon?

Explanation

Let us suggest the following divide regarding the decisions that we make; those which require
thinking and consideration before the decision is made, and those that are made in autopilot
mode. Israeli psychologist, economist and Nobel Prize winner Daniel Kahneman explains in his
book, ‘Thinking, Fast and Slow’, that there are two different types of thinking models that occur
within the human mind. He refers to them as system 1 and system 2:

● System 1 is quick, impulsive, reactionary and intuitive - similar to a programmed
autopilot.

● System 2 requires more time and effort, and involves a higher level of calculation and
contemplation.

The overwhelming majority of decisions we make stem from system 1. They are habitual, and
reflect the way we have become routined in certain situations. Going to the bathroom when you
feel you need to, taking a drink when you feel thirsty, or continuing to scroll down through social
media. These are usually the momentary decisions we don’t pay much attention to or remember
in the aftermath.

System 2 decisions would be those that we attribute more weight to, and therefore put more
thought into them, and are more memorable. It kicks in when the brain realizes that there is
more at hand than can be answered with reflexive instinct. Examples of these decisions might be:
choosing what clothing you want to buy, what do you say to your crush, which university should
you apply to, etc.

Using the wrong system for the wrong decision can lead to bad results and over-investing in
trivial matters, and take the focus away from important issues. As leaders, we need to make sure
that we are putting the right process into the right decision. What we can learn from Kahaneman
is that each decision presented demands an appropriate response. There may be decisions that
we dwell upon too much, and others that we don’t consider enough.

Source: Exodus (14:15)

אֶמר ֹ֤ הה’ַוּי קֶאל־מֶֹׁש֔ יַמה־ִּתְצַע֖ רֵאָל֑ לַּדֵּב֥ ְויִָּסֽעּוֶאל־ְּבנֵי־יְִׂשָרֵא֖

God said to Moses, “Why do you cry out to Me? Tell the Israelites to go forward
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Rashi quotes the rabbinic opinion to explain:

נְתּונִיןֶׁשּיְִׂשָרֵאלִּבְתִפָּלה,ְלַהֲאִרי�ַעָּתהֵעת�אַהָּקָּב"ה,לֹוָאַמרּוִמְתַּפֵּלל,עֹוֵמדמֶֹׁשהֶׁשָהיָהִלְּמָדנּואלי.תצעקמה
ְּבָצָרה

“Why do you cry out to me.” We have learned the Moses stood and prayed. The holy one
blessed be he to him, now is not the time to pray at length, when Israel is in trouble.

As Moses was crying out to God at the Sea of Reeds, God replied in an odd manner. Of all
times, this would seem like THE time to start praying hard. But there is a time to pray at length,
and a time to move to action. Decision making can be similar in this regard and not every
decision needs to have a lengthy process preceding it - sometimes you need to move to action.

REVEAL:

Let’s revisit the first activity. Take the issues that the participants chose earlier (or, alternatively,
the ones that remained), and discuss with them on two different levels:

1. For the more serious decisions -
a. What is the ultimate goal that you would like to accomplish through this

decision?
b. Which suggested method of  decision making would you use for this issue?

2. For the more basic decisions -
a. Which ones will require a thoughtful decision process?

Message

Leadership author and speaker John C. Maxwell writes, “Life is a matter of choices, and every
choice you make makes you.”

Decision making is not only a central principle in leadership, but also in building up one’s own
identity. Even the smallest of decisions we make can have a big impact on who we are, and what
will happen to the group we lead. This can be a daunting responsibility, but also an inspiring
opportunity. Imagine the positive influence that you, as leader, can bring into the world by
making just one small decision - to reach out to someone, to eat a little more healthily, to
exercise, to learn more Torah, to volunteer at your local community center or synagogue - the
options are endless. And if the small decisions can have a big impact, how much more so can the
bigger decisions.

Taking advantage of our decisions to make change and progress in the world requires the
appropriate decision making process. It takes perspective, thought, and sometimes courage to
make a good decision, and that’s what we can expect from leaders. What separates good
decisions from bad ones is the process - different from a right vs. wrong decision, which is based
on outcome. Even a good decision can be wrong, and it can be even better if one owns up to it
and learns from your experience..

Source: Deuteronomy (30:19)

ִתי ֹ֨ םַהִעיד יִםַהּיֹו֮םָבֶכ֣ ֶו֙תַהַחִּי֤יםְוֶאת־ָהָאֶר֒ץֶאת־ַהָּׁשַמ֣ ִּתיְוַהָּמ֙ י�נַָת֣ הְלָפנֶ֔ הַהְּבָרָכ֖ יםּוָבַֽחְרָּתְ֙וַהְּקָלָל֑ ַעןַּבַֽחּיִ֔ הִּתְחֶי֖הְלַמ֥ ַאָּת֥
ְוזְַרֶעֽ�׃
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[Moses:] I call heaven and earth to witness against you this day: I have put before you life
and death, blessing and curse. Choose life—so that you and your offspring would live

We are placed in many situations, some good and some not so good. But along with that we are
given the enormous power to choose. This is not something to be taken for granted, nor taken
lightly. Ultimately, we are responsible for the decisions we make.

Let us encourage and guide our budding leaders to increase awareness of the decisions that they
make, help them develop their goals and decision making skills that will work best for them, and
build their confidence to make good decisions, and learn from their mistakes.
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SESSION I: The Power of  Empathy

This session’s material relates to Chapter 17 of  Dreaming Bigger.

REVIEW

Activity - Swapping Sides
Invite all the participants to stand in one line, and explain that one side of the room represents
“Agree”, and the other “Disagree” (you can pre-label the sides with signs). The participants will
read the topic statements listed below, and after every statement, the participants must go to the
side that they best agree with or somewhere on the scale in between.

When the participants go to a specific side, pick three to swap places (therefore going to the side
they did not originally choose). At their new side, they must now advocate for that response.

Topic Statement:
● Social media has more of  a negative than a positive influence
● Governments should be allowed to track their citizens
● It’s easy to understand the mistakes made by those in the Torah
● We should always try and help those in need in society

Discussion
● What is empathy?
● What are tools we can use to see things from other peoples’ perspectives?

Message
Empathy means to consider where the other person is coming from, and indicates the ability to
be responsive to the needs of others by putting one’s own needs to the side. To have true
empathy, means to look into a person, and to attempt to appreciate the experiences that have led
them to thinking the way that they do, even if you disagree with their opinion. To be a leader
means to understand and respect someone else’s voice. The Mishna in Pirkei Avot (2:4) famously
teaches this very principle - “Do not judge your fellow until you have reached their place”.

REFLECT

Activity

This activity will look at the different leaders throughout the Torah, and the metaphor of good
leadership through their occupation as shepherds specifically, as these leaders could have been
but chose not to be, namely, hunter-gatherers or farmers:

Choose four participants from the group and assign each to read one of the following case
studies:

1. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were all shepherds. All of Jacob’s sons were shepherds, and
many of  ancient Israel’s biblical leaders were shepherds
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2. Jacob met his wife Rachel when she was tending her flock. He removed a huge stone
from a well that provided water for the flocks, and that’s where he met his bride, Rachel,
whom he would build the nation of  Israel with.

3. Whilst grazing his flock, Moses passed by a burning bush that changed his life forever.
And when Moses’ leadership was nearing its end, he asked God to identify the shepherd
that would replace him, “So that God’s community may not be like sheep that have no
shepherd.” (Numbers 27:117)

4. This chain of shepherding would carry on, all the way to King David, who famously
wrestled a lion and bear to save a sheep from his flock.

Discussion

● What do you think these biblical leaders learnt from being shepherds?

Explain

As we discussed in our book, to be a successful shepherd means paying constant attention to the
needs of the flock. It’s also a great metaphor for leadership. The shepherd, by trade, is solely
responsible for the flock. She or he must nurture and protect them, paying special attention to
stragglers and those who are lost. They must watch out for predators and any threats to the
flock, and be able to spend lots of time alone in nature without many people to talk to. Sheep
don’t speak the same language as their human caregivers. Shepherds also have to pay attention to
the weather and changing conditions, look out constantly for new places to graze, and be
comfortable moving from place to place, unlike farmers who make their living staying and
growing food in one place. The shepherd is always attuned to the flock and this capacity to think
of and to anticipate the needs of others generates empathy, this is the same with our students
who see us as our best versions of  ourselves for this reason.

REVEAL

Activity

Separate into two smaller groups for the final, personal activity. At this point, hand each
participant a pen and paper, and ask them to answer the following questions:

● Describe a moment of  empathy that has enhanced your leadership role?
● How can you best implement empathy in your life?

Taking it one step further
Explain to the participants: From the Inner Workout of this chapter in our book Dreaming
Bigger, choose one of the following “Shepherding” Empathy Tips, and write how you will
implement this aspect of  empathy in your leadership:

1. Minding the stragglers: Identify a few teens who are on the margins of your team or
group. They might benefit from a little more of your attention, so how can you reach out
and listen to their needs?
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2. Growing the flock: Make a list by yourself or with the help of other teens of people
you’d love to get involved with your cause. Who are they, and how can you invite them to
join you?

3. Paying attention: Name a challenge your group is facing and go on a listening tour to
understand what may be going on for individual members. How can you empathise with
their different issues?
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Session J: The Lost Art of  Listening

This session’s material relates to Chapter 18 of  Dreaming Bigger.

REVIEW

Introduction to the importance of listening, and the difficulty of listening without paying
attention.

Activity

invite all participants to sit in a circle, and play Broken Telephone. For the first round, choose
one participant to begin the game with the phrase “Listen attentively”, and to whisper into the
ear of the second person of the circle, who will whisper to the third, and so on. When the last
person is reached, they announce the message they heard to the entire group. An error is likely to
occur along the way and the phrase will be altered.

For the second round, choose a participant to stand in the middle of the group to act out body
movements for the entirety of the round. All participants in the circle will have to copy the
middle person’s actions, whilst the phrase “Focus and pay attention to exactly what I am saying”
is whispered around. Participants will likely struggle with this round more than the first.

Discussion

● What were some difficulties you encountered in trying to hear the message in the second
round? Have you encountered a real-life scenario with the same challenges? Elaborate?

● What does this activity suggest about listening?

Explain

As we discussed in the book, we have to remember that when people aren’t listening, it’s because
they don’t feel heard, sometimes and often because they don’t regard the person with whom they
are speaking. Listening well takes time and discipline, and in leadership, listening takes the form
of many styles and types. Dr Betsy Stone, a teacher who has specialised in her work with
adolescents, highlights the importance of listening. Stone is concerned with our inability to listen
to the other, and explains that “If  you want to lead, you have to listen for understanding.”

Different situations demand different kinds of  listening.

- The first step of  listening is to hear what the other person is saying.
- The second is to understand how they are feeling, and what they require at that moment.
- The third step is perhaps the most important, and this is once you have felt empathy, it’s

about paying attention and showing with your body language and gestures that you are
engaged.

- The fourth step is providing feedback without interrupting and responding appropriately
to encourage respect and understanding.

REFLECT

Having discussed the importance of listening and paying attention, now the focus will turn to
listening silently, and allowing the other to speak without interruption.
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Activity

Everyone will stand in a circle, and one person will enter the center. The person in the middle
must say a fact about themselves, and someone on the outside who shares that fact must scream
“I Connect”. The first person to scream “I Connect” will replace the person in the centre of the
circle, and share their fact. Let this repeat, and allow the activity to go on for a few minutes.

Once the activity has ended, separate into smaller groups for reflection and discussion.

Reflection

● Take a moment, and try to recall the different facts that were said in the circle. How
many can you remember?

● Name a situation where you have been interrupted before?
● How do you feel when you are cut-off  or screamed over when talking to someone else?

Message / Explain

Sometimes people are so excited to connect to what someone else has to say that they don’t let
the other person finish a thought or even a sentence. In our desire to share that we understand
or have had similar experiences or reactions, we interrupt. Our desire to connect may
paradoxically push the person we’re listening to away when we fail to listen, focus and respect
that person’s unique experience. If you’re speaking, it’s not fun to be interrupted mid-sentence. If
you naturally interrupt, you have to catch yourself  again and again. Listening is hard work.
REVEAL

Refer to the Inner Workout in our book and remaining in smaller groups, hand out three sticky
notes to each participant, asking them to answer the following questions, one on each note:

1. Name a person you consider a good listener and why?
2. In what situation do you find yourself  listening attentively? What makes you tune out?
3. What’s one thing you could do right now to improve your listening?

Summary/Message

Gather the group back together as a whole, and explain based on the book:

As leaders, you will be brought to situations in every aspect of life that require listening in order
to work with others, and to negotiate with competing concerns. Whether you are in a sports
team, or on a student body council, you will have a vital need to understand every team
member’s opinion.

Moses, the ultimate leader of the Jewish people, was not great because of his prowess as a
politician, or due to his skill as a public speaker. In fact, we learn that Moses was stricken with a
speech impediment, and met political rivals who made great claims against his leadership. Yet,
the Torah tells us that Moses was the “most humble of all people”, and one reason is certainly
due to his ability to listen humbly, and quietly. He listened to the continuous quarrels of the
Jewish people in the desert, and heard the cries of his nation in their stubborness and
thanklessness.
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When we listen profoundly, we are doing more than leading well. We are engaging in a divinely
inspired act. One of Judaism’s central prayers, the Shema, is translated as and begins with a
mandate to “listen” (Deuteronomy 6:4).
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Session K: Working with Adults

This session’s material relates to Chapter 25 of  Dreaming Bigger and is complimentary of
Chapter 26.

REVIEW

Activity - Floorstorm

Before the participants enter, have 4 A3 pieces of paper, with different headings (below) spread
around different parts of the room. When the participants come in, ask them to choose an A3
piece of paper, write their response on the page and then move to the next piece. They should
write their thoughts on all of  the 4 pages:

1. Adults always assume that…
2. The most important adult in my life is…
3. Mentors are…
4. Adults can learn from teens to…

Discussion

Begin by choosing one of the A3 pages and reading a few of the responses (you can also ask
participants to volunteer their responses or a response that stood out to them).

Additional discussion questions based on the headings:

1. Why do you think adults have these assumptions? Are they all true? Do you think that
these assumptions create barriers between adults and teens? Do teens also have
assumptions about adults (explain)?

2. How has this adult impacted you? Does it seem that most people responded to their
parents (why)?

3. Why is it important for teens to have mentors? Do you think teens are able to choose
who their mentors are? Why do you think there is a difference between ‘important
adults’ and mentors?

4. Do you think that adults are able to see that they are able to learn from teens? Have you
ever been in an experience where you were acknowledged by an adult for what you had
to offer? Do you feel confident offering your help to adults?

Explain
Many teens have many feelings about what it means to be working with adults, whether positive
or negative. “When teens work well with parents and other supportive adults who encourage
their independence and growth, they can work smarter, better, minimize drama, save time and
benefit from collaboration. The right adult oversight, involvement and direction can help teens
mature in their leadership….but only if teens aren’t afraid to admit they don’t know everything
and they can’t always go it alone.”

REVEAL

Activity
So, let’s start with understanding the “Pro’s and Con’s”. Separate the students into small groups
and hand each group a piece of paper. Ask the students to split the page into 2 and title one half
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“Pros/Positives” and the second half “Cons/Negatives”. As a group, they are to jot down the
positives and negatives that come to mind when you think about working with adults. Ask the
students to try and think of specific experiences that come to mind too (but be careful not to
allow them to begin unnecessarily speaking badly).

Explain
There is a famous teaching in Ethics of the Fathers (1:6): “Joshua ben Perahiah used to say:
appoint for yourself a teacher, and acquire for your a friend and judge all people with the scale
weighted in their favor.” While we are able to learn from all people around us, including younger
siblings and friends, if we are honest with ourselves, when we are teens, our main teachers are
adults - whether formal teachers at school, sport coaches, youth counsellors, our parents and
even extended family members. The adults in our life, whether we are willing to admit it or not,
have a lot to teach us, however it is up to us to acknowledge them as teachers, and be willing to
allow ourselves to work with them and learn from them.

As we understood through the activity and as discussed throughout the chapter, there are many
situations in which it may not be simple to be working with adults, but the question for us is how
are we able to try and make the most of our relationships with adults and in result be the most
effective leaders we can be.

Discussion Refer to Inner Workout on this topic:

● What can you gain by working closely with adults?
● What do you think adults can gain by working closely with you?
● When is the last time you complimented or thanked an adult who mentors you?

REFLECT

Explain

As we discussed in the book:

It takes hard work to build durable partnerships, even when everyone is well-meaning
and has the same mission in mind. While some teens may want to live on that separate
island – “give us money then leave us alone” – others see the need for an adult voice as
crucial to success. As one teen told us, “Adult input is very valuable in avoiding big
mistakes and creating learning opportunities. Adult cheerleaders are better than adult
supervisors.

Across the board, teens told us that they need the benefit of adult life experience to help
guide them without adults making decisions for them. We liken this to driving lessons. To
learn to drive, you have to be in the driver seat behind the steering wheel. The adult in
the passenger seat has an emergency brake but almost never has to use it. It’s not always
easy to sit in that passenger seat, especially if the car is heading into the path of potential
danger, but you’re not going to learn to drive independently without that trust. With
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trust, autonomy, and responsibility, you can advance together on the road to better
leadership.”

Activity:

Keeping in mind all that we have discussed and understood, invite the participants to think of a
significant adult in your life (parent, teacher, mentor, counsellor, etc.) and respond to the below
questions based on the book :

1) Think of  three things you admire about them.
2) Name three things they do for you that makes you feel acknowledged, loved or cared for.
3) We often point out what adults do wrong but less often name what they do right. Write

down three compliments you could give them.

In a paragraph, describe this person, how they are a mentor to you, what makes that person
special and what you have learnt from them.
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Session L: How to Have That Difficult Conversation

This session’s material relates to Chapter 27 of  Dreaming Bigger.

REVIEW

Activity

Explain to the students that they are going to be given a few challenges, but they must complete
these challenges without talking. They are not to say anything at all, and are only to use actions to
complete the tasks:

1. Line up in order of  your birthdays - youngest to oldest
2. Line up in alphabetical order of  your last names (A-Z)
3. Make groups according to your geographical location (suburbs/streets/cities)
4. Make groups according to your favourite ice-cream flavour

Explanation

In our chapter on communication, we learned about the importance of this critical element of
any relationship. However, we are now shifting our focus to the conversations that we often try
to avoid, or the messages that we try to say, without really saying. As we shared in this chapter,
“Ironically, giving adults feedback is often far easier than telling a classmate, teammate or friend
that they need to do better, follow-up, be accountable, stop the gossip, or the drama, and the list
goes on.” So, our question is how are we able, as leaders, to have these difficult conversations?

REVEAL

Activity

Brainstorm: In small groups, students will participate in a 3-part brainstorming activity. Each
group will be given three A3 pieces of paper, each with a different heading, and they are to
respond to each heading, discussing as a group their responses. At the completion of each
brainstorm, have a member of  each group present their answers to the lesson.

Headings:

1. What makes giving feedback to our peers difficult?
2. What do you think are the consequences/ramifications that come from having these

conversations?
3. Why are these conversations important?

Explanation

Having gained an understanding as to why these important conversations are difficult and why
we avoid them, we can begin to find a solution for how we can successfully have them when
needed.

In the fifth book of the Torah, Deuteronomy, Moses begins his final speech to the Israelites
before they enter into the Land of Israel. For the majority of this speech, he rebukes the people
for their behaviour and past mistakes. A big question asked by the commentators is why Moses
chose this final speech to criticise their actions? Consider other famous rousing final speeches
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and how uplifting they always appear to be, especially in the movies where the background music
only adds to this sense of positivity. The answer offered is perhaps the key into how we can have
difficult conversations… As we explained in the book, a relationship is the prerequisite for giving
good feedback. Moses understood that after 40 years of travelling in the desert, he had built a
relationship with the people and that they trusted, and knew that his rebuke was coming from
the right place. No-one listens to rebuke unless they believe it is coming from the right place.

Discussion

In the same small groups as the previous activity

● Recall a difficult conversation that someone had with you and what happened as a result.
Jot down some memories of  it/share it with the group.

● Did you have a relationship with the person who was offering you the feedback? Did this
impact your conversation (why)?

● How can having a positive relationship allow for the difficult conversation to be easier
and more impactful?

Explanation

We can understand that being offered feedback from someone who we know cares for us and
doesn’t want to simply critique, is guaranteed to be more successful. With this in mind, we
suggested in the book that: “Rather than focusing on one encounter, build a relationship. If you
make a lot of positive deposits with people, pointing out the good things they do over time, it
will be easier to give them constructive criticism when you need to. They trust that you are not
there to hurt them but to help them improve. And you care.”

REFLECT:

Explain
Now having understood that these conversations are best implemented on the foundation of
good relationships, we can go one step further as we wrote in our chapter on this topic: “The
conversation itself is not enough, it has to be framed right and done with the right intention.
Leviticus (19:17) summarizes it well and we have broken the verse into three stages:

[1] You shall not hate your friend in your heart;
[2] you shall surely rebuke your friend,
[3] and you shall not bear sin upon him.

Stage one is to make sure you do not have hatred or bad will in your heart and are sharing the
feedback for the right reason, that is, for the benefit of the other person. Stage two is to give
them feedback that can help. Stage three means not holding a grudge. Your job was to share the
issue, not to remind them of  it all the time, especially if  they’ve improved.”
So now, how do we put this into action?

Here, we offer a suggestion;

The Seven Steps to a Better Difficult Conversation
1. Name the issue.
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2. Select a specific example that illustrates the behavior you want to change.
3. Describe your emotions about the issue.
4. Clarify what is at stake.
5. Identify your contribution to the problem.
6. Indicate the wish to resolve the issue.
7. Invite your partner to respond.

Activity

Divide the group into pairs. Ask each pair to think about a difficult conversation they need to
have (either in a leadership role, or as a friend, child or sibling) or refer to the scenario on Page
94. First, they are to individually think about and note down their intentions behind the
conversation. If they find themselves in a state of hatred or anger, they should rethink if their
intention is right and if they are in a space to offer feedback that can actually be helpful or if they
should let go of the grudge they are holding and rethink a new scenario that can actually be
beneficial. According to the ‘Seven Steps’ each pair is to then have a difficult conversation (this is
to be repeated so both students have a chance).
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Session M: Fund-Raising and Friend-Raising

This session’s material relates to Chapter 28 of  Dreaming Bigger and is complimentary of
Chapter 29.

REVIEW Understanding why  we fundraise

Activity

Watch: https://www.youtube.come/watch?v=1xmgZCJuO98

Discussion

In small groups, discuss responses to the video

Suggested discussion questions:

● What are the benefits of  donating/giving money to charity?
● Why are people hesitant to give money?
● What causes do you care about enough to give money to you?

Activity

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=meEK4dUf3Os

Discussion

In small groups, discuss: (Based on Inner Workout in our book)

● Keeping in mind Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks’ definitions of Tzedakah, how do you feel
about asking others to give tzedakah?

● Describe your own emotions and even physical “symptoms” when asking other people
for money.

● Does Rabbi Sacks’ understanding now impact how you would feel?

REVEAL Putting it into Action

There are numerous Jewish sources that speak about the obligation of Tzedaka, as well as the
positive ramifications for the giver, the receiver and the world around them. However, our focus
now is how we as teen leaders are able to initiate this positivity through fundraising.

Activity

Divide the group into smaller groups. This activity requires the groups to work independently,
with reference to the textbook. Each group is to imagine they are in a position to fundraise and
follow the below steps to make a real action plan. After an allotted period of time, have the
groups present their fundraising plan and pitch to the rest of the group. If you have the right
type of  group, consider facilitating this as a “Shark Tank” type competition.

Step 1: As a group think of  an organisation that you care about and wish to fundraise for

Step 2: Make a List of  Potential Donors

Step 3: Create an Inspiring Pitch:
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Think of an organization you care about. Write two clear and compelling sentences about
what it does to get others interested

Write two sentences about why it’s important to you personally.

Write your emotions about the cause.

Write your “ask” in one sentence.

Step 4: Set a Realistic Goal with Realistic Expectations

Step 5: Practice. Practice. Practice:

Step 6:  Explain What this Cause Means to You Personally and Why You Got Involved

Step 7: Ask First. Follow Up Later:

Step 8: When You Get a “No” Say Thank You:

Step 9: Never Gossip about Your Donors or Those Who Can’t or Don’t Give

REFLECT Step by Step

Explain
Steven Bartlett, founder and CEO of Social Chain, an integrated social media company, was just
22 when we built the Social Chain from his bedroom. He then took the company public, and is
now worth millions of dollars. Barlett suggests that: “If you view your challenge as a mountain,
the scale of the challenge will intimidate you into inaction. If you view it as a staircase, one small
step after another, you’re more likely to start. Reframing your perception is the key to building
the confidence required to start.”

Fundraising can seem intimidating and any progress is no small feat. Whether it is $5, $5000 or
$500000, you should be proud of your achievement and see it as a learning opportunity for your
next  campaign. As we discussed in the book:

Rae Ringel has taught thousands of people the art of raising money. She recognizes the anxiety
and also the opportunity that raising tzedakah offers – what she calls “an honor and a privilege.”
In her article, “The Gift of Asking – A Fresh Perspective on Jewish Fundraising,” Ringel
explores many of the rationales for giving charity, chief of which is providing others with the
chance to do an important mitzvah: “You are presenting the platform for your donor to do a just
and good deed that will bring them great satisfaction while changing the lives of others.” They
might not want to take you up on that offer…but they might. And their gift of tzedakah can be
traced right back to you. You made that happen!
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Session N: Tikkun Olam

This session’s material relates to Chapter 32 of  Dreaming Bigger and is complimentary of
Chapters 33-34.

REVIEW

Activity

Have three A3 pieces of paper on the floor (or around the room) labelled with the following
questions:

●      What do you consider the most broken aspect of  our world today?

●     If  there were one “broken” aspect of  our world that you could fix, what would it be?

●      Do you feel that being Jewish has influenced the way you think about social justice?

Provide each participant three sticky notes and ask them to answer each question and stick them
on the associated piece of  paper (refer to the first Inner Workout in the chapter).

Explain

As we said in the book, the expression Tikkun Olam can be translated in any number of ways: to
fix, repair, heal and perfect the world. Each translation assumes something different about the
world. Something that is broken needs fixing. Something that is good can be perfected… Tikkun
Olam is also an idea expressed in Kabbalah or Jewish mysticism. In a nutshell, the world is a
broken place, literally a broken vessel, and our task is to put those fragments together – to repair
the brokenness. Each good deed becomes one of the building blocks of a better world making
every single act we do of  cosmic significance.”

Discussion

●   Is there anything particularly Jewish about Tikkun Olam?

● Do we have a bigger responsibility to focus efforts to repair the world on the Jewish
community or the broader global community?

Consider sharing the following clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6qxRrPcGok

REFLECT

Exploring Your Passions and Inspirations

Romy and Gabriella both shared their stories of what inspired them to make a change within
their communities and in their own lives. At the heart of their leadership skills, sits the concept
of  Tikkun Olam (fixing the world).

The inspiration to find a cause and devote yourself to it comes not from rewards, but from the
importance of the mission itself. This kind of day-to-day motivation unleashes our creativity and
high performance and whispers to us to keep going – especially when there are barriers and walls
in front of us. We are all wired differently and see meaning in different things. It is about looking
for your own passion and not leaving it as a thought. It is about bringing it to life, in order to
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help make the world a better day than it was yesterday. Inspiration is not a one-shot deal. You
have got to feel it again and again.

Activity

Divide into smaller groups and explain the following scenario: Your group has been given $100
to donate to any organization or charity, however it can only be given to one cause. Individually
decide on one charity or organization and pitch to your group why your cause deserves the $100.

(Refer to the corresponding Inner Workout on for more)

Once participants have pitched to their group, facilitate the following discussion:

●      What makes you feel connected to and passionate about this cause?

●      How did you decide which cause was more worthy over other causes?

●      Why do you think members of  the group had the same/different answers?

Return to the larger group and allow participants to share what they discussed. Prompt students
to identify if  there are any patterns or similarities between the different discussions.

Message

Every individual is born with a unique set of fingerprints and the same is true regarding our
passions. As we noticed from the discussions, everyone has a specific cause that they were
passionate about. These passions, much like Romy and Gabriella’s in the book, are driven and
inspired by different things that continue to influence us.

Take this one step further

● What tools would you use to inspire other young people to get involved in your cause
of choice? What do you need to do to turn this idea into a successful plan or
campaign?

● Practical: Challenge the group to put these lessons into practice by coming up with a
plan for an original fundraising event for this cause.

REVEAL

Identifying the Role of  the Individual

We will now take a moment to focus on ourselves.

Rabbi Israel Salanter once said:

When I was a young man, I wanted to change the world. But I found it was difficult to
change the world, so I tried to change my country. When I found I couldn’t change my
country, I began to focus on my town. However, I discovered that I couldn’t change the
town, and so as I grew older, I tried to change my family. Now, as an old man, I realize
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the only thing I can change is myself. But I’ve come to recognize that if long ago I had
started with myself, then I could have made an impact on my family. And, my family and
I could have made an impact on our town. And that, in turn, could have changed the
country and we could all indeed have changed the world.

Reflection: Ask each participant to privately write down answers to the following questions

●      Identify three characteristics about yourself  that you would like to work on.

●      What is one practical way to work on each of  these characteristics?

Discussion

As a larger group discuss the following questions:

● Why do you think working on your individual character traits will impact yourself
and the world around you?

● Why could it be challenging for someone who hasn’t dealt with their own issues, to
help fix global issues?

Take this one step further

One of the biggest issues facing our generation is the problem of climate change. Each one of us
can make a difference in protecting our planet, but sometimes it feels like too big a problem for
us to solve on an individual level.

● How can we inspire individuals to take personal responsibility for protecting our
planet?

●    What Jewish values can inspire others to make these changes?

● Practical: Design and plan a campaign in your school/youth movement that will help
make a difference in the fight against climate change.

Message

We all have different passions and motivations that inspire us to want to make a change.
However, we need to ensure that we are being active in the pursuit of Tikkun Olam by increasing
our personal and communal happiness through giving to those around us, constantly assessing
our true motivations, and reminding ourselves that it all starts with realizing how we change
ourselves. When we identify what we are passionate about, give in whatever way we can, and
constantly work on ourselves, there is no doubt that we will make the world a more beautiful
place.
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Session O: Turning Problems into Possibilities

This session’s material relates to Chapter 35 of  Dreaming Bigger and is complimentary of
Chapter 36.

REVIEW

Activity: Positive Reinforcement
Ask the students to stand in a circle and for a volunteer to leave the room. While the student is
outside, the group should decide on an action/movement for this person to do when they come
back to the circle (e.g. do three star jumps, tie your shoe lace, pat a certain person on the back,
etc.). When the person returns to the circle, they should try and figure out their challenge. The
other students are able to clap and encourage the student when they are getting close to
completing the action, and ‘boo’ when they are getting further off target. The game is complete
when the student has completed the action. This activity can be run multiple times with different
volunteers.

Discussion
● What do you think was the best strategy to allow the volunteer to complete the task?
● Were the reactions of the rest of the class helpful in allowing the volunteer to reach the

goal? Why may they not have been helpful?

Message
The success of the volunteer ultimately relied on their courage and ability to give something a go
and then learn from their mistakes. Through continued persistence, and many mistakes, they
were able to complete the task that was set out for them by the group. This process of being
willing to try, even at the risk of failing, is key within the realm of leadership, as we write in the
book:

Innovators work through conversation, collaboration, or simply by relooking at old ideas
in a new way, sometimes filling a void we never knew we had. Back in the 1980s, Steve
Jobs looked at the computer and thought, how can I make this accessible to everyone?
Good ideas need constant reworking. Breaking out of a framework and forging new
paths is only one form of innovation. Acting differently within the framework can
sometimes be just as innovative. Innovators have the courage to take risks, make
mistakes, fail and then to keep trying until they finally make it.

Optional ideas to include for reference
1. Michael Jordan’s recent documentary which can help reinforce the idea that he

couldn’t have succeeded without missing over and over again
2. ‘The Marshmallow Challenge’ - a study that showed young people can achieve

things faster because they less afraid of  making mistakes

REFLECT

Explain
As we wrote in our book, in the Talmud, Rabbi Yohanan made a seemingly bizarre statement,
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“One appoints a leader over the community only if he has a box full of creeping animals hanging
behind him.” What does this mean? Every effective leader has to have a closet full of mistakes,
something hanging behind him that isn’t pretty. Mistakes are what keeps leaders from putting
themselves above others, as he says, “Turn and look behind you and be reminded of your
humble roots.” We all have something ugly in our personality and in our background that keeps
us honest and modest. It takes courage for a person to admit wrongdoing. But if you can’t name
what you’ve done wrong, it’s pretty much impossible to fix yourself.

Discussion
Separate the group into pairs. Preface the discussion with a ‘no-judgement’ policy and ask
students, to work through the below discussion questions (refer to ‘ Inner Workout’):

● Describe a mistake you made in your leadership (or in general) that you still think about.
● Describe your feelings about it at the time.
● How did you handle it?
● How do you feel about that mistake now?

Activity: Action-Plan
Share the six-step process with the group from the book. Ask them now, either individually or in
their pairs, to think back to imagine they are back in the scenario of the mistake they discussed.
As if they had travelled back in time, ask them to play-out what they would now do, following
the six-step process.

Six Steps to Reflect on a Mistake:
1) Name your mistake before someone else does.
2) Own it.
3) Say sorry.
4) Talk about the steps you’re taking to fix the problem you made.
5) Seek input from others.
6) Show others how you’ve learned from your mistake.

REVEAL

Personal Reflection
Allow students time to write down personal responses to the following questions

● Do you spend a large amount of  time berating yourself  for your mistakes? If  so, how are
you now going to react once you have made a mistake?

● Which mistake of  yours led to very positive outcomes?
● How are you going to remind yourself  how to turn problems into possibilities? (Think of

a slogan or catchphrase, write it on a note in the back of  your phone, etc.)

Message
Refer to the book and share what you do with a mistake? Recognize it, admit it, learn from it,
forget it. If you’re not going to be ridiculously hopeful as a teen, then when? Don’t only be
ridiculously hopeful about the world. Be ridiculously hopeful about yourself. You are not your
worst mistake. Your successes define you more than your failures. Some of your biggest failures
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may lead to success, as is true for so many great innovators whose mistakes eventually turned
into miracles. Thomas Edison, one of the world’s greatest inventors wrote, “I have not failed
once. I've just found 10,000 ways that didn’t work.”
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Session P: Responsibility and Technology

This session’s material relates to Chapter 37 of  Dreaming Bigger and is complimentary of
Chapters 38-39.

REVIEW

Activity

Separate into smaller groups. Once the smaller groups are sitting separately in their own circles,
the guide will place the quote from the book on this topic in the middle of the circle and ask a
participant to read the quote: “Today, technology has allowed teens and adults to operate as if
they are on two very separate islands. It has generated a lot of connecting and networking and, at
the same time, a lot of  irresponsibility and isolationism.”

Discussion

Based on the quote above, ask the participants the following questions:

● What are the positives of  technology and social media?
● How have they allowed teens and adults to operate separately?
● What does this mean for teenagers who do not yet have full control of  their lives?
● What is the link between social media and irresponsibility?

Message

Social media allows people from across the world to connect by sharing news, ideas and updating
each other on their lives. Without technology, this would not be possible in the same way, and a
teen’s freedom would remain limited and restricted. Therefore, teenagers use the freedom in a
cyberspace that is practically void of adult presence to express who they are, feeling more open
to experiment. Within this new found freedom, the dangers of irresponsibility and bullying lurk,
and often, we choose to stand by as people are abused or made fun of online. At times, social
media sends the message of “anything goes”, and we are prone to forgetting the meaning of
responsibility.

REFLECT:

Activity

Again in smaller groups, each guide will place the two verses in the middle of the circle, and ask
participants to read aloud.

● Adam blames Eve, and Eve blames the Snake - Genesis (3:11-13)

[And God said] did you eat from the tree of  which I forbid you from eating?

The man said, “The woman you put by my side - she gave me the fruit from the tree, and
I ate it”

…..The woman said, “The snake tricked me, and I ate it ”

● Cain kills his brother Abel, and defuses responsibility - Genesis (4:8-9)
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… Cain set upon his brother Abel, and killed him.

Hashem said to Cain, “where is your brother Abel”, and Cain responded, “I do not
know. Am I my brother's keeper?”

Discussion

● How do all the characters above deny their responsibility?
● Is this a normal response? How often do people disregard their mistakes and actions?
● What is the difference between the two types of  responsibility abdicated in the two

scenarios?

Activity

Hand out a piece of  paper, and tell each participant to separate from the group, sitting as
individuals. They will answer the following questions from the Inner Workout:

● Think of a situation on social media where you decided not to be a bystander and you
took responsibility for a problem. Now name a time you didn’t.

● How could you have behaved differently in that moment?

REVEAL

Reflection - Our sphere of  responsibility
Return to one large group and ask each participant to do the following:

1. Draw four concentric circles
2. In each concentric circle, write the names of people or organizations that you feel

responsible for
● Explain: The innermost circle corresponds to the people or organizations that you feel

the most responsible for.

Discussion
Ask the group the following questions, and if  anyone feels comfortable to share invite them to:

● Who are the people or organisations that you feel responsible for?
● How did it feel to write them down, and rank them based on the sphere of

responsibility?
● How do you behave toward these different people or organisations, both in person or on

social media?
● How different is your behaviour to those in the inner circle, versus those in the outer

ones?

Message and Explain
In an earlier chapter, when articulating your leadership values, you may have stumbled upon a
particular value known as Achrayut, responsibility. Having responsibility means responding when
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something is broken, stepping in to fix it, and following through until the job gets done.
Responsible teen leaders are accountable and reliable.

We saw with Adam and Eve that they both deny their actions and play the blame game, shifting
the responsibility from one to another. Then, later on, Cain, their son, disavows his responsibility
completely.

We are all descendents of Adam and Eve, and today with the rise of online bullying, it’s much
more difficult to act responsibly and with obligation, fostering the bystander mentality. Many
teens today are involved with large social justice causes but, bewilderingly, still don’t intervene
when someone they know is being picked on.

Take a look at your sphere of responsibility, and recognise just how far your actions can truly
reach. By taking upon yourself the responsibility to act as an upstander, you have a chance to
change those around you, and in the online world.

GOD famously questions Adam and Eve by asking them “Ayeka” or “where are you?”. This is a
question for every generation, and we can choose to become the great Jewish leaders of our time
by simply answering His call and saying “Hineni” or “Here I am”.
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Session Q: Taking the Lead Against Anti-Semitism

This session’s material relates to Chapter 40 of  Dreaming Bigger.

REVIEW

Introduction

Sitting together as one group, choose one participant to read the following excerpt from our
book:

[In 2017], the German Interior Ministry recorded 1,452 antisemitic incidents. If you do
the math, that’s about four a day. By 2018, that number increased by 20%. Human Rights
Watch reported that in the same year, there were 1,652 such incidents in the United
Kingdom. According to France’s National Human Rights Advisory Committee, the
country had a 70% increase in anti-Semitism from 2017 to 2018. The Anti-Defamation
League’s 2019 report on anti-Semitism in the United States, claims that there were 2,100
acts of anti-Semitism in that year – a 56 percent increase in assaults that includes five
fatalities.

Consider showing this clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3dKIDtAYXk

Discussion

● Is anti-semitism an ongoing issue around the world?
● How has it been expressed in recent years?

REFLECT

Activity

After the discussion, separate the group into three smaller groups, and hand each participant a
pen and paper. Ask them to answer the following:

● Write the definition of  anti-semitism in your own words
● If you have seen or personally experienced Anti-semitism before, write a short summary

of  the experience

After the participants are finished writing their answers, explain that this is a safe space for
discussion, and ask if  anyone would like to share what they wrote.

Message

Helen Fein, a professor of sociology specializing in the study of genocide and human rights,
defines anti-semitism as “A persiting latent structure of hostile belief towards Jews as a
collectivity mainifested in individuals as attitudes, and in culture as myth ideology, folklore and
imagery”. To paraphrase, Fein goes on to explain that not only is Anti-semitism a belief, but also
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an action. It takes the form of discrimiation and political mobilization against Jews through
violence, designed to destroy, displace or distance our people. The statistics we read before show
worrying signs of an increase in anti-semitism today, and we have all experienced this hatred in
one way or another.

Take this one step further

Ask the participants to now write the following answers down:

● You just wrote down an experience of Anti-semitism in your own life. How did you
respond to this experience, and why?

● What’s uncomfortable for you in combatting anti-Semitism?
● Name some concrete steps you can take to combat anti-Semitism today.

Explain

Anti-semitism is a story of irrational enmity and oppression that repeats itself century after
century in Jewish history, even among some of the most enlightened nations. Despite so much
scientific and social progress, the virus of anti-Semitism persists. However, it’s incredibly
important we take a stand against this hatred. Rabbi Sacks explains that “there is one
fundamental difference between Anti-semitism today and its precursors in the past. Today we
have a State of Israel… Today we have a home - and every assault on Jews and Israel today only
serves to make Jews and Israel stronger”. It is our responsibility as leaders to decide how we turn
this negativity into a source of  positive strength and pride.

REVEAL

Return as one large group, and read the following “Life-Changing Idea” by Rabbi Sacks to the
participants: “In our uniqueness lies our universality. By being what only we are, we contribute to
humanity what only we can give”

Final Activity

On your paper, write out your action plan to respond to Anti-semitism. We will follow the
step-by-step plan by Bari Weiss, who in her book, How to Fight Anti-Semitism, makes three
important suggestions:

1. Be Honest: Write one way you can be honest and open to the issues of  Anti-semitism.
2. Trust Your Discomfort: Describe one way in which you can speak out against the

discomforting ideas of  Anti-semitism on social media
3. Apply the Kippah (or Magen David) Test: Choose one way in which you will express

your pride as a Jew in public

Message

When it comes to anti-Semitism, it’s hard to feel that there is any way to transform misfortune
into opportunity…and yet, fighting hate directed at us helps us appreciate and empathize with
others confronting irrational hate, racism or discrimination. And, when we stand up and talk
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back, we find the inner strength, the voice, and the tenacity to build a more just society – not just
for Jews but for everyone, everywhere.

Daniela Levy, writer of By Light of Hidden Candles, views our history of persecution with a large
and optimistic sweep:

Our story is not only about exile and oppression and suffering. It is the story of thriving,
of triumph, and of great faith. It is the story of a people that laughs in the face of deepest
despair, that stubbornly clings to life and to joy even in the face of horror and death. We
take our pain and turn it into poetry. We take our misfortune and transform it into
opportunity.

Being a Jewish leader means taking every step with Jewish pride. We can ultimately set the
example for not only our communities, but also the world in our choices to respond positively to
hatred and discrimination. By speaking out against Anti-semitism, we follow in the footsteps of
Jewish greats, among the likes of  Theodore Herzl, Leon Pinsker, Golda Meir and so many more.
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Session R: Relationship with Israel

This session’s material relates to Chapter 41 of  Dreaming Bigger.

REVIEW

Activity
As one large group, watch the video together, and then separate into smaller groups

● Video: Israel - Do you see the miracle? (Play 1:09 - 5:55)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HkaqO1Br8E

Discussion
In smaller groups, the participants will answer the following questions:

● What does Israel mean to you?
● What historic event involving Israel is most meaningful to you?
● How do you express your relationship with Israel from the diaspora?

Message
Israel’s historic inception has shaped the Jewish identities of many in the Jewish world today,
whether it be in Israel itself, or for Jews in the Diaspora. Essentially, we all represent some form
of Israel. Israel’s creation is absurd, and to any realist, improbable. Yet, it happened, and after
repeated exiles, and hundreds of years of subjugation, pain and suffering, the Jews have found
collective refuge and consolation in the small slither of  land that is the State of  Israel.

To quote historian Paul Johnson; “In the past half-century, more than 100 new independent
states have come into existence. Israel is the only one whose creation can fairly be called a
miracle.” And since 1948, Israel has not only survived, but flourished through the sacrifices of
pioneers, soldiers, educators, engineers, philanthropists and others as the global project of the
Jewish people. Israel now boasts an innovative economy, a strong army, a diverse population, and
is the beacon of hope for all Jews in the world. Thus, the question begs: What is your
relationship to this miracle?

REFLECT

Activity 1 - Exploring Israel’s challenges, and embracing them

Remaining in smaller groups, the guide will scatter photos on the floor. The following is a sample
but feel free to use others:
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Each participant will choose 1-3 photos that either interest or trouble them, and explain why.
The participants will then answer the following questions:

● What are some of  the challenges that Israel faces today?
● How does the world at large relate to Israel?
● How do you relate to Israel’s issues, and how invested in its challenges are you?

Message and Explain

Earlier we spoke of the miraculous elements of Israel and David ben Gurion once said that “In
Israel, to be a realist, you have to believe in miracles.” This is notwithstanding the fact that Israel
is still a country, and with any country comes struggles, contention and controversy. Israel faces
an on-going conflict with terrorist organisations, is boycotted by many worldwide, and is
continually targeted by the United Nations Human Rights Council, far more than any other
country. There is internal strife and political unrest and an existential threat presented from
others like Iran. As Jewish Leaders, it is important we develop our relationship with Israel,
focussing not only upon the miracle, but also looking at its challenges and issues. The further we
understand Israel’s complexities, the more mature our relationship with Israel becomes.

Activity 2 -  Case Study

Remaining in smaller groups, participants will read this case study from our amongst themselves:
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Avi also feels strongly that you don’t have to “agree with everything the Israeli Prime
Minister does.” Avi doesn’t agree with many political decisions made in the United States,
but he still believes in the importance of dignified citizenship: “You don’t have to agree
with the government to support the country.”

When Avi got to university, he realized that he spent most of high school preaching to the
converted. He needed to take his leadership and grow it far outside his Jewish circles.

I was almost oblivious. When I got to college, I stayed in my bubble at first. The first
time I confronted strong disagreement, I thought I could finally practice what I learned.
But the first time I spoke to someone critical of Israel, I couldn’t hold an argument. It
was terrible. It was a good culture shock because I needed to be out of the
“Israel-is-perfect” mentality that I was in in high school.

Explain

We can learn from Avi, and ensure that we are well prepared for holding discussions with others
about Israel. As Jewish leaders, maintaining a relationship with Israel means continually learning
about Israel’s prevalent issues, developing our own opinions of its societal matters and discussing
its situation with confidence. We are obligated to look at the good and the bad, the exciting and
the challenging in order to fully grasp the complexity that is Israel.

Inner Workout
Participants will be handed a pen and paper, and answer the questions individually:

● What’s your I.Q. (Israel Quotient)? How much do you know about the following (give
yourself  a number from 1-10 with 1 being little to 10 being a lot):

1. Israeli history?
2. Politics?
3. Music?
4. Literature?
5. Geography?
6. Sport?

● How can you strengthen your IQ now?

REVEAL

Returning to the smaller groups, participants will now write down two final answers:

1. As a leader in your community, how do you hope to continue your relationship with
Israel, and why is it important?

2. Are there any groups, organisations or individuals that you can engage with to further
strengthen the relationship?
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Revisiting the Case Study

One participant will read the rest of  the Case Study to the group:

Avi’s leadership experience in Israel advocacy took him way beyond his teen years: “I got
involved with the student government association at college because I knew the BDS
vote was coming down the way.” Those early commitments enabled him to tackle
difficult issues and bring people together, “I met with college Democrats and
Republicans and tried to bring those groups together around Israel. I met international
students I never would have spoken to.” In addition to expanding Avi’s platform for
Israel advocacy, his political experience helped him expand his empathy, “Those
relationships started with Israel but went beyond it. I started caring about their issues as
they started caring about mine.” Avi learned that in leadership, the relationships and
alliances you make begin to pay important dividends.

Message

As we consider the relationship we have to Israel as individuals and leaders, we cannot forget the
miracle of Israel’s existence, created in one of the most tragic centuries the Jewish people will
ever know. Israel has its challenges too, and its decisions are opposed by many around the world.
Avi, starting from very little, continued to progress his learning of Israel, and his knowledge
allowed for the building of friendships and mutual understanding amongst groups who would
never have agreed upon certain issues before. David Ben Gurion, Israel’s first prime minister,
understood that the State of Israel would forever change the image of the Jew in the world:
“Israel has created a new image of the Jew in the world – the image of a working and an
intellectual people, of  a people that can fight with heroism.”

A deeper understanding of the vibrant, nuanced, multi-faceted reality of Israel can allow one to
acknowledge its issues while seeing past its superficial reputation in some circles and appreciate
its inclusivity and flourishing democracy. Whether it be from outside of Israel, where we can
meet, advocate and raise funds for our nation, or in Israel itself, we have the opportunity to add
our names to one page of the very large history book that is Israel. The choices are endless, and
the relationship is yours to build!
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Session S: Inclusion and Diversity

This session’s material relates to Chapters 42-43.

REVIEW

Invite participants to walk into a room separated into four different sections, each with their own
paper and pen. Each section will be labelled with one of  the following groups:

1. Physical Ability
2. Skin Colour
3. Sexual Orientation
4. Religion

Ensure the spread of participants between the different sections is equal. When the participants
are all in their chosen areas, allow them to write down their answers to the following questions.

Questions
1. Who are several types of  people that belong to the group you have chosen? List them.
2. What are the differences between people within the group that you have chosen?
3. Pick one type of person within this group that is different to you. What are some of the

challenges they face?
4. Continuing from question 3, briefly describe a situation where you saw these people

excluded, and what it must have felt like.

Explain
Diversity is the representation in society of groups often marginalized because of race, age,
gender, faith, class, sexual orientation, color, ethnicity or disability. It means that schools,
businesses, places of government and nonprofit organizations are truly reflective, especially in
leadership roles, of society as a whole. As young leaders, it is our responsibility to recognise
diversity and to empathise with those that are different to us. We should aim to create spaces for
all types of people to thrive, honoring all those who choose to enter and engage, and welcoming
those who are hidden and shy.

REFLECT

Activity - Sources and Discussion

As one large group, choose participants to read the following sources followed by the associated
suggested discussion points:

To truly experience joy on the festivals the Torah stipulates who one must celebrate with in
Source 1:

“You, your sons and daughters, your male and female servants, the Levites in your towns, and
the strangers, the fatherless and the widows living among you...” (Deuteronomy 16:11)

Discussion

● According to this source, what is a major theme of  our festivals?
● What is the difference between the groups of  people listed?
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● Why is there so much emphasis placed on the variety of  participants involved?

Source 2:

“You shall love the stranger who lives amongst you, for you yourselves were strangers in the land
of  Egypt” (Deuteronomy 16:11)

Discussion

● What are the hardships of  being a stranger?
● In what ways can strangers be made to feel loved?
● How do we as Jews deal with the hardships faced in the past?

Message / Explain

The Jewish festivals are described in Source 1 as days of joy precisely because they are inclusive.
All are part of an extended community, suggesting that true joy is only achieved when shared
with others, even and especially with those who are not like us. Inclusivity is beneficial to
everyone, since it acknowledges and celebrates everyone’s contributions. Source 2 suggests that
we are obligated to welcome strangers. We have a historical memory of being alienated in Egypt,
and know all too well the sorrows and tragedy that come with anti-semitism (as discussed in the
previous session). We show empathy to those estranged, as we can only improve when we
surround ourselves with those who are different from us. We can only sharpen our opinions,
when we are challenged with contrasting attitudes.

REVEAL

Final Activity

Participants can separate themselves to answer the following questions individually:

Look carefully at your peer group. Are the majority of  your friends like you in terms of…
● Religion?
● Citizenship?
● Race?
● Gender?
● Color?
● Socio-economic class?
● Geographic proximity?
● Physical abilities?
● Sexual orientation?

Let’s use that same lens with your leadership.
● Are the people on your team or in your group mostly like each other or not?
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Final Discussion

Bring the group back together, and discuss:

● What are strategies or methods that can be used to include those who are different to
you?

● How can you ensure their voices are heard?
● Choose one thing that you can do, whether it be on social media or in person, to make

your social and leadership settings more diverse.

Message

What’s stopping all groups from inviting more diversity? As discussed in the book, our own
opinions form the basis for the way we think and act. So we seek out and favor information that
confirms our views. This is called the “confirmation bias,” coined by the English psychologist
Peter Wason. When someone agrees with us, we feel validated, and validation feels great. Leaders
who seek approval and don’t want to disappoint, risk conforming to a certain worldview to
achieve that groupthink. As leaders, we need to be aware of this and actively expose ourselves to
other views and experiences.

Diversity doesn’t take sides. It doesn’t create hierarchies based on race, popularity, money, or
education. Inclusivity mandates that everyone’s thoughts and ideas are taken into account
respectfully, regardless of opinions or backgrounds. In addition to creating places that can
accommodate differing views, we need to create physically safe spaces to welcome and engage
people of all abilities. The Talmud as a running document of debates exposes us to many laws
that aren’t even relevant to our current lives to engage us in the long, non-linear process of
argumentation. It codifies the notion that there are other ways of thinking even if they are not
our own.
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Session T: Jewish Youth Pledge

This session’s material relates to Chapters 44-45 of  Dreaming Bigger.

Now that your participants have worked through a wide range of activities that have allowed
them to explore and understand leadership philosophies and practices, it is important to take a
step back and internalize what Jewish leadership means to them and how to translate this into
action that is relevant and personal- creating meaning through helping to build skills, knowledge,
values and lived experiences for Jewish youth. In turn these can help stimulate a sense of
ownership, attachment and connection - ensuring they have maximized this Dreaming Bigger
experience to its full capacity. We partnered with the Jewish Youth Pledge to bring this to life.

REVIEW

Activity

These are two videos that you can choose between to include at this point. They are great for the
participants to reflect on at this point because they assist with sparking ideas and contextualizing
personal conversations about Jewish identity. This should contribute toward shifting their
emotional experiences and feelings of inspiration into potential action - all through developing a
genuine sense of accountability and responsibility as Jews (the pledge) and within their broader
community moving forward.

If there is no access to tech for the videos to be played- assess whether an audio version could be
used or how the messages from the video could be otherwise distributed. It might be beneficial
for the individuals running this program to watch this video first so that they can choose how
best to incorporate and individualize it for their particular group- should tech not be available or
suitable.

Play the Jonathan Sacks video “Why I am a Jew”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CAbiFbpQP8o.

- In this whiteboard animation, Rabbi Sacks explains why he is proud to be a Jew and what
it is about Judaism that makes it so unique. This passionate appeal calls on Jews around
the world, from across the political and religious spectrum, to connect to their people,
heritage and faith.

OR

Play the Andrew Lustig video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJe0uqVGZJA&t=65s.

- In this piece of slam poetry- Andrew Lustig beautifully expresses and illustrates what it
means to be a proud Jew and member of the Jewish people, widening the reference
point to be more unique and diverse.

Ask the students to think about what being part of the Jewish People means to them. They must
condense their answers into one word and write it onto a large piece of paper and draw a picture
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that represents this. Go around the circle and ask them to share their thoughts. Participants can
then draw connections between their word and that of others they connect with in the discussion
group.

Questions

After participants have shared their thoughts, the following questions could serve to assist with
the discussion:

1) Which answers did you connect with?
2) Which answers were the most surprising?
3) How would you define your connection to the Jewish People two years ago? What about

now? What do you hope it will be in 2 years?

Explain

This might be the first time that the participants have thought about or connected with their
Jewish identities in this way and it is certainly the first time a this unique moment, which is why it
is important for them to reflect on how this particular experience has impacted the narrative of
being Jewish for them and how it has inspired them to practically and actively live their identities
moving forward.

The educator can of course lead the discussion in a direction suitable for the group. The aim,
however, is for participants to define their place within the Jewish community so that when it
comes to signing the pledge or writing a letter for the time capsule, they can identify and
acknowledge what it means to them more authentically.

Growing and developing as a leader never stops - what is expected of you can often feel bigger
than what you can offer or there’s a level of questioning whether you are being authentically
represented in the work and organizations that you are part of. This is why it is so important to
bring you, on an individual level, into the narrative of leadership through reflection and
introspection- assessing who you are, what your strengths are and wherein lies your passion and
interest so that you can lead, inspire authentically. This can only be accomplished when
individuals are able to explore and understand what experiences have impacted them, how they
could or would replicate this and from whom or where they are drawing their inspiration or
filling their cups.

REFLECT

Begin by sharing this idea with the participants :
A generation that does not remember the past does not deserve to be remembered in the future.
Your role and responsibility to the Jewish people is beginning to evolve as you enter into new
phases of  your lives and the needs of  the Jewish community at large are beginning to change with
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time, which means what is expected of  you will also be changing

We are part of  a larger community. Ask the participants:
- Did this experience make you feel a greater sense of  responsibility to the Jewish people?
- Has this impacted your Jewish identity?

The purpose of this is to widen the definition for the participants around being part of the
Jewish people so it’s not restricted to how they grew up but rather broadened by what they are
choosing for themselves.

Ask the participants whether the program/experience they have just had has made them feel a
greater sense of responsibility to the Jewish people and/or Israel or whether it has impacted their
Jewish identity at all?

Activity
Stories help illustrate important ideas. Consider the following two stories (and any others you
may have) about very different characters who made an active decision to contribute to our
people:

Rabbi Akiva:
One day, while sitting by a stream, Akiva noticed a steady trickle of water dripping on a rock. It
was only a drip, but it was constant – drop after drop after drop. Akiva observed something
incredible: A hole had been carved out by that steady drip of  water.

‘How could it be?’ he wondered.

‘If something as soft as water can carve a hole in solid rock,’ he concluded, ‘how much more so
can words of  Torah – which are as hard as iron – make an indelible impression on my heart.’

That marked a turning point in Rabbi Akiva's life. He committed himself to learning and went
on to become the greatest sage and leader of  his generation, with 24,000 disciples.

This is a powerful analogy that small steps can make a much bigger difference or impact, and
when you see or experience something small, you can implement it into significant change.

Sivan Ya’Ari:
The first time Israeli Sivan Ya’Ari visited Africa, she was only 20 years old in a factory for
Jordache Jeans in Madagascar. While in Madagascar, she had the chance to spend time with
women and children from a nearby village and one night, they took her to a medical center
where she saw women waiting to give birth in complete darkness, doctors could not treat their
patients and the only light was a candle and a small kerosene lamp. It was then that she
understood that without energy, medical centers can’t store vaccines and medications, people
can’t access the water that exists just meters beneath their feet, and without water, people cannot
drink, they cannot grow food, children are unable to attend school as they spend their days
searching for water. By simply harnessing the energy of the sun, it was possible to make a real
and immediate change. This is how her non-profit organization Innovation: Africa was born.
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For the past 13 years, this women-led non-profit organization has deployed clean power
technology to schools, medical centers and communities, providing access to clean water. To
date, the organization has completed over 500 solar and water projects with the aim to complete
an additional 2,000 projects over the next five years by bringing Israeli solar, water and
agricultural technologies to rural African villages across 10 African countries: South Africa,
eSwatini, Uganda, Malawi, Tanzania, Zambia, Cameroon, DRC, Senegal and Ethiopia.

Sivan’s commitment to Tikkun Olam and the pursuit of social justice is what drives one of the
core Jewish values that she wants to impart to others-to not be bystanders. She emphasizes how
“we need to help others, but at the same time we shouldn’t act out of mere compassion. We
should do it because what is still happening right now in parts of the world is unjust. I’d also like
to teach the importance of  curiosity, asking questions and finding a solution”.

Discussion

1) What can we learn from Rabbi Akiva and Sivan?
2) How can we apply this message to our own lives?
3) Does anyone want to share a moment where they experienced this desire to take action

and do something, when they recognized the need?
4) How can you utilize your knowledge and skills to help strengthen your local Jewish

community?
5) What actions do you think you can do to best contribute to your broader

communities moving forward?

Have the group split into pairs and discuss the following:
1) Describe what you would like your future biography to be when you are 50.
2) Pick 1-3 practical ways in which you will strengthen your Jewish self.

Message / Explain

Your role and responsibility to the Jewish people will constantly be evolving as the individuals
you encounter enter different phases of their lives and the needs of the Jewish community at
large are beginning to change with time. We tend to rely on the large, tangible and impactful
events or moments with people to feel as though we are making a difference, but often small
steps can make a much bigger difference or impact, and when you see or experience something
small, you can implement or grow this into significant change. Opportunities to accomplish this
can be found anywhere and at any time, as long as we are willing to see the challenges around us
as inspiration to take action, no matter how insignificant it may seem.
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REVEAL

Activity
What is the Jewish Youth Pledge?
The Jewish Youth Pledge asks Jewish teens and young adults to commit to strengthening the
Jewish community throughout their lives. It calls on them to actively contribute their unique
talents in a range of ways to build up their local communities and global Jewry. The Jewish Youth
Pledge addresses a critical need: To present Jewish teens and young adults with a connection to
their Jewish identity and Israel that is anchored in personal responsibility and agency. The goal of
the pledge is to ignite a surge in Jewish pride that will equip young people with the confidence to
contribute to a strong Jewish future.

- The Jewish Youth Pledge video can be played for the participants at this point.

THIS generation writes the next chapter of  the Jewish story and remains a strong link in the
chain of  generations.

The goal is to transform them from remembering something to re-membering, becoming
members again of this commitment, pledge and community. Explain that tens of thousands of
Jewish youth around the world are signing a pledge to ensure we are part of the Jewish future. It
is general and you can make it what you want, but the idea is we are part of something greater
than ourselves.

- Then distribute the pledge and ask someone to read it aloud
I hereby pledge to act today and throughout my lifetime to strengthen the Jewish people and

Israel. I make this commitment because I have a responsibility to ensure that my generation
writes the next chapter of  the Jewish storyand remains a strong link in the chain of

generations.
- Facilitator encourages campers to sign the pledge as a way of  acknowledging all that

came before them and committing to provide for those who come next.

Share with the participants - that sometimes we have moments of clarity. This is one of them.
When we leave these moments, we need to remind ourselves what is truly important, regardless
of  what we are doing.

Discussion

We need to find a way to tap into what we are feeling or experiencing right now so that we can
feel impacted and inspired by this particular experience regardless of where we are or what we
are doing in our lives. You are about to write a letter that no one will ever read except yourselves
and will receive this at a future point in your life. Make it count

Ask them to think about the following question before writing their letter?
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If  you could meet yourself  in the future, what would you hope to hear that you had
accomplished or contributed? Will what you wrote down that you cared about in the beginning
of  this program be part of  your mission toward tikkun olam?

Invite the participants to write a letter to their future selves in the Time Capsule using this form
https://rqd594rmu1z.typeform.com/to/Cd30MI3r?typeform.

Message / Explain

Conclude with telling them a personal message. Share that:
Today is the first day of  the rest of  your life. You are here for a reason and should take the
inspiration to accept the mantle of  responsibility and write the next chapter of  our people with
distinction.
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Session U: First Principles of  Working with Teens

There are amazing professionals who have dedicated their lives to teens like yourself. We wanted
to understand how they got involved, their own leadership trajectories – what they see in the
teens they work with, and what they’d like to see. In the Jewish non-profit space, we often talk
about how lay leaders and non-profit employees work together – but we rarely do so within the
teen leadership arena. Many of the insights we gleaned here can strengthen teen to teen
relationships as well. On the pages ahead, we have distilled 15 nuggets of advice from successful
professionals who work with teens about how other professionals can serve the teen community
better.

For many adults working with teens, their career choice was simply a continuation of their own
teen leadership choices. “When I started working as a youth leader, it brought together all of
what I experienced in Ramah and USY,” shares Rebecca. Rebecca jumped from one volunteer
opportunity to another in her teen years, went to college, and then worked in public relations and
marketing. Then something happened that she never expected:

The youth director of a synagogue left in the middle of the night, and they asked me to
help. It became my full-time job. I was thrust into informal education. I didn’t intend on
any of this; it just happened. I never did this because someone else told me it was an
expression of my Judaism. It wasn’t an add on, it was part of my rhythms because that’s
how I was raised. It was never about a guilt trip. It felt like who I was.

Rebecca didn’t look back. After running Hebrew schools, she went on to run a city-wide teen
initiative, chaired the teen seat for a Jewish education agency, ran admissions for a large
community day school, became the principal of its middle school and worked for a family
foundation. She loves her work and finds purpose in it. Her career took a turn towards greater
meaning, and she has nurtured and grown hundreds of  teens ever since.

Rebecca’s communication skills have helped her in her non-profit work. She believes that some
of these soft skills are important for those who follow her path and work with teens: “You need
a social and emotional learning background. People who work with teens need to know more
about teen development. There’s no cookie-cutter teen.” She’d like to see teens given more
responsibility – which is how her own leadership evolved.

Mark also thinks it’s important to give teens more responsibility and be more aspirational with
them. He heads a philanthropic foundation that supports many North American teen initiatives.
Like Rebecca, Mark’s commitment to Judaism and leadership grew through teen involvement, in
his case, BBYO; that background translated into his current work:

We put an emphasis on teens because we’d done a lot of work with college students and
young adults – that was the majority of our investment. But by the time a kid gets on
campus, there is so much competing for their time. We thought more about interesting
them in Judaism and Israel in high school so we could help develop a cadre of teen
leaders.

Mark’s strategic shift reflects current research conducted on teens and the support they receive
today. For many decades, the organized Jewish community – the web of Jewish nonprofits and
funders – did not give nearly enough attention to the teen space. In their article “Retilting the
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Playing Field: Emerging Assumptions about How to Engage Jewish Teens Today,” Alex Pomson,
Frayda Gonshor Cohen, Pearl Mattenson, and Zohar Rotem write that intensive efforts were
directed to Hebrew school students or college-age students. There was a desire to give Jewish
children a strong start and a push to intensify focus on university students, largely as a response
to the anxiety about intermarriage rates. The space in-between, the teen years, were mostly
neglected, largely because it was assumed that “teens were less ready to make important or firm
life choices.”

Over time, a different community agenda emerged – a “belated appreciation” that the strategic
investment in college students would have a better pay off if students were reached earlier, before
the drop-off that often happens in the teen years. Research has helped us understand how
well-networked teens are, how influential teens are in their own families and how many
important decisions are being made during the teen years. It turns out, they are making important
and firm life choices.

Mark is concerned that being a teen leader today, in contrast to when he was making his way up
the ranks of BBYO, asks less of teens. “Now being a leader kind of means you show up; showing
up is heroic. I think we’ve cheapened it. It’s to our detriment because kids are smart, and they
rise to a challenge. High standards are ennobling, not scary. We’ve devalued the notion of
leadership.” And he’d like to see teens expanding their leadership within the Jewish community
and far beyond it.

Judaism can be ennobling, and I think that we should not give up on the notion that the
Jewish people have a mission because I believe we do, whether your aspiration is to
further the vitality of the Jewish community or whether your aspiration is to further the
vitality of society, a grounding in Jewish wisdom can help you to do both or either, and a
cohort of fellow travellers of other Jewish teen leaders can help you actualize either of
those goals.

Not everyone who works with teens today, however, shares Rebecca and Mark’s background. Bill
runs a year-round experiential Jewish and environmental education centre in California and had a
different path that brought him to teen leadership:

I’m a classic dropout. I was not involved in the Jewish community until I got to college.
It was actually my Israel experience when I really discovered my Judaism. I feel like those
teen years are where I really missed out.

In his work, he believes teens need to be inspired both in heart and in mind. He loves the
eagerness teens have to learn and their willingness to jump in even when they don’t have a lot of
knowledge, “I see those that want to make a difference in the world, that want to take action, but
need knowledge, guidance, support, and education.” He looks for teens who are open-minded,
willing to learn, do critical thinking, and see the world from many perspectives. Bill also stresses
that if you want to engage teens and grow them you have to have the time, energy, perseverance,
and the courage of conviction to stand by unpopular choices: “You have to be a role model. I
would not ask teens to do something that I wouldn’t do.”

Inner Workout:
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Before reading through our recommendations below, write your own list of 5 tips for those
working with teens. Write why you consider each one important.

Along with some of the general observations our interviews yielded, we distilled what we heard
into 15 recommendations for those working with teens, thinking about working with teens as a
profession and for teens to understand how they can be better partners with the adults
supervising them:

1) Guide Teens to Consensus: When you’ve got teens with strong opinions, your role might be
to facilitate a holding space to hear diverse opinions and build solidarity. Rebecca, who we just
met, said she’d like to see more teens become truly active listeners and able to take in what others
are saying. Helping teens reach consensus, she admits, is really hard. It’s also rough for adults:

People think getting a project done is the only goal. Sometimes it’s not the only goal or
the most important goal. It’s bringing other people along. Consensus isn’t coming to an
agreement; it’s about deciding we’re all going to work together.

This has become even harder in a polarised society. With social media serving as the dominant
platform for debate, discussion and even many interactions among teens, waiting for someone to
make their point in real-time face to face sometimes needs to be relearned. The tendency to
prepare the next response and express a preconceived idea or seek out ‘confirmation bias’ has to
be tempered with patience, process and the art of  listening.

2) Help Move Teens From I to We: Aaron, the director of youth programming at his synagogue,
tries to foster in teens a degree of tension between the desire to understand themselves and to
think in a more focused way about community. It’s great when teens identify their passions, do
something worthwhile, and get enough satisfaction to fuel the next thing. But they also have to
shed the self-involvement to go beyond themselves:

I love to guide kids to think about others, not just themselves, not only kids in their own
grade, their own clique, their own circle but to feel a responsibility to a larger circle. They
need to think about building community. Both ideas are opposite but both are true.”

Another leader put it this way, “Practice pulling yourself back out of the space.” Sometimes, the
best advice to a teen leader is not to lean in but to lean back. This is again linked to a more
recent phenomenon of the rise of the individual in our globalised world. While individuality is
critical, connecting to that which is greater than oneself can be transformative for teens and if
enough make this shift, society will change.

3) Give Every Teen a Chance: Sometimes the popular teens get all the roles and responsibilities
again and again. Matt, the CEO of BBYO, warns against this common and risky trend: “We
invite every kid in and give everyone a chance. We’re not trying to rate kids or judge them – it’s
not just the most capable, charismatic kids who rise to the top.” One of the reasons Matt believes
in growing teens is that in a youth movement, you can offer more platforms than teens may
otherwise get to lead: “When you put kids in a really inclusive environment, they get more
opportunities than in the real world. They need to own the environment and the experiences
within it.” With that high level of inclusion, Matt also believes in the power of self-assessments
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so that teens think more carefully about how they show up and how others feel in their presence.
He advises teens to think about how they bring out the best in other teens.

4) Hold Back on Some of the Advice: Many teen professionals told us that if you want to keep a
teen’s attention, keep the advice to yourself. “We don’t dispense advice. We focus a lot on
reflection. Teens don’t want advice. Teens want people to listen to them. They want to feel
empowered,” one leader shared. Teens want adults to include them in thinking through problems
and solutions. Because teens can “be high on opinions and low on information,” one teen
advisor recommends facilitating teen experiences to honor their agency and also to try to deepen
their understanding, “It’s a delicate balance. If you’re too dominant and prescriptive, it’s
dangerous.” Sometimes we can relate through our own experiences and sometimes we cannot –
it is important to be humbled by the challenges of  the teen and not just always dispense advice.

5) Create Better Learning Cultures: For the most part, leadership is about the doing rather than
the learning. This concerns Michelle, the director of learning and innovation at URJ and a
veteran educator. She’s also sceptical about leadership learning that takes place in a vacuum
where teens don’t have opportunities to lead in real-time. She believes that “the reflection before
and after the doing makes teen leaders successful.” Like Rebecca and Mark, Michelle believes
that to learn, you need to give teens “real stuff ” to do in order for them to feel meaningfully
involved and then process it in ways that enhance the learning. This invites teen leaders to make
messes and feel comfortable with those messes rather than believing good leaders have it all
worked out. This also leaves room for adults and teens to think about bigger problems and to
co-create solutions. “Leadership ability is the ability to live in the grey space.” Michelle believes
this generation is very connected, “so they see bigger problems and want to lead bigger things.

6) Strengthen Grit and Resilience: Life doesn’t get easier; we just get stronger. The resilience
muscle is built up slowly and often through a lot of mistakes and rejection. It’s all about falling
down and getting up again and again. Leah, the Director of Student Activities at the Yeshiva
University High School for Girls in L.A., understands that it’s hard to transmit this to teens, “I’ve
learned that leadership requires persistence. I think there are a lot of people who don’t want
leadership roles, and I think that extra level of responsibility comes with persistence and drive.
You need to want it, and you need to have the drive to succeed.” Part of that grit is
acknowledging that “not everyone is going to like you, not everything is going to be picture
perfect.” She believes that part of resilience is accepting that whatever you intended to do as a
leader might not turn out to look exactly as you expected. Accept that and move on: “No matter
where you are in your leadership journey there is always something to learn. We are always
learning.”

7) Help Teens Carve Their Own Jewish Identity Path: Michelle, who we met above, believes that
those who work with teens need to show them the enduring gift that is Judaism. Many of the
teens we spoke to, took their leadership journey through youth movements or synagogue
leadership but then shifted direction. Some of them told us they carry guilt for leaving or were
told they betrayed the organization when all they were doing was pursuing their own path using
the tools and channels that were given to them. Counsellors and supervisors may falsely feel that
the investment made in a teen was wasted if that teen took what they learned and went
elsewhere. But everyone working with teens also forged a unique Jewish path that was non-linear.
If a teen shifts direction, denomination or affiliation, it may reflect the courage that was fostered
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in them to make an independent decision. The job of those working with teens is to help them,
not guilt them for charting out their own course. Conversely, some teens felt abandoned when
they “drank the Kool-Aid” of camp or a teen movement and advisors or counsellors, who once
paid them a lot of attention, suddenly turned their focus to other teens who hadn’t. They felt that
the relationship was transactional and not genuine. Leaders must invest time and energy into
areas of the teens’ lives that are not Jewish-specific, ensuring follow up and cultivating real
relationships that reflect Jewish identity in other ways.

8) Cultivate Safe Mistake Making and Patience: Not everything is urgent. Not everything is an
emergency. Things that get done quickly and without sufficient thought can backfire as teen
leaders plan one event after another. Ian, a senior leader at BBYO advises teen facilitators to help
teens work through what they’re doing on the road to doing it better: “Help kids not to be afraid
of mistakes and errors. So many things inhibit us from being great leaders, like the fear of failure
or recrimination.” This isn’t helped by the constant culture of praise. “We become addicted to
praise and awards,” Ian says, “so we can’t manage shame or disappointment well. How do I get
people to have a sense that it’s OK for them to fail? We’re making failure intolerable.” If those
who work with teens help make failure more tolerable, more might feel comfortable with the
discomfort. Another professional quipped, “Teenagers are notoriously impatient. Effective
leaders understand that most change comes incrementally and that most change is hard-earned.
You have to be willing to celebrate the small wins and hang around long enough in order to see
results.”

Young people often need their achievements to be on a grand scale and well-publicised. Some
find it incredibly hard to resist the temptation to post every contribution they make on social
media and feel validated through the number of ‘likes’ they receive. This makes the stakes higher
for when they then suffer failures in the way Ian describes and so those that work with them
need to be extra aware.

9) Inspire Better Communication Skills: Virtually every professional who works with teens told
us that one of the most important skills teens need has to do with communication: writing better
emails and thank you notes or texts, introducing speakers succinctly and confidently, running
meetings efficiently and speaking in front of groups and more. Those who supervise teens
should give focused recommendations, constructive feedback, and affirmations when teens
communicate well to help fast track teens on their leadership journey.

10) Build Teen Esteem: “Self-esteem issues plague everyone. Some people do a better job of
putting on a happy face, but no one is immune. It’s up to us as professionals to do more to put
ourselves into the shoes of the most awkward, vulnerable kid.” Samantha, the Associate Director
of Teen Initiatives at the Jewish Education Center in Cleveland, believes that those who work
with teens need to be extra-sensitive to self-esteem issues:

Unless you’ve been the awkward kid, you’re not sensitive to the low self-esteem we
inadvertently create at events. Just imagine: T-shirts are given out and someone is yelling
“Who is a small?” I’d rather crawl into a hole than be the 15-year-old who asks for an
extra-large. Just leave them in a box, and let the kids take them. These are just little acts
of sensitivity. Body image is such a trigger point, especially for teen girls. One of those
experiences that makes someone say, “I’ll never go back.” It’s like mandatory
embarrassment.
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The adolescent years for many teens are an extended stumbling in uncharted territory with
friends, parents, academic commitments, extracurriculars and more. It’s no wonder a lot of teens
under the veneer of competency feel very unsure and insecure. Professionals who are sensitive
can spot potential humiliation traps and offer honest and warm encouragement that can build
confidence. We also build teen confidence by giving them responsible and meaningful work, as
one professional said of teens, “They don’t want to be your worker bee. They have school for
that.” Don’t just give teens jobs. Give them real responsibilities, otherwise, “It just feeds into
them not making decisions.” Build their self-esteem so they can build around them.

11) Trust and Be Trusted: In The Speed of Trust, Stephen M. R. Covey writes, “Over time, I have
come to this simple definition of leadership: Leadership is getting results in a way that inspires
trust.” Teens need trust and so do the adults who work with them in leadership programming
and event planning. It’s hard to build trust but surprisingly easy to lose it. Sara runs the Jewish
Teen Education and Engagement Funder Collaborative that brings together 15 funders to learn
and share best practices for teen involvement. As her own leadership evolved, she had to
“understand what people needed and how to be in charge not in a top-down way, allowing for a
two-way flow between teens and adults.” She praises the amount you can get done if you don’t
need the credit. Sara grew up in Beverly Hills and was not very engaged with the Jewish life that
was all around her until she went to the University of West Virginia. There she had to be more
intentional about her relationship with Judaism and recognize that not everyone grows up
involved. That sense of being an outsider can create skepticism or suspicion. “I learned a lot,”
Sara says, “about building credibility and trust with people.” Trust is a two-way street. For Sara,
trust centers around those with more power, namely adults, flattening the playing field with
teens.

For another teen facilitator, who asked not to be named, that same trust is not always invested in
those who work with teens. Parents are sometimes distrustful of those who work with teens,
creating a shadow of  suspicion:

My biggest challenge, speaking candidly, is that the current climate we live in is such that
when you invest a lot in a teenager’s life, you’re suspect. I’m always terrified of that. It’s
my number one problem. Do people trust me? There’s a fear that cripples a lot of what I
do. Parents want you to grow their teen but not too much.

While every organization has to have a system and protocols in place to prevent inappropriate
behaviour, people who work with teens need to feel trusted, not suspect, to do the work with
love and energy.

12) Enhance Teen Accountability: “Western society,” David thinks, “makes a great noise about
how important teens are, yet rarely vests them with any actual responsibility.” Hand in hand with
trust is responsibility: “The challenge is whether adults working with teens really trust the teens
and let them act on the authority they are given. They generally don’t.” David directs the Mandel
Center for Jewish Education and has established many programs for children with disabilities.
He also happens to play guitar, mandolin, and baroque recorder (What’s a baroque recorder, you
may be asking yourself ? It’s a recorder with a small 4th hole and a large 5th hole). David
challenges those creating leadership programs to ask themselves if they want to be like a
modelling agency, where you stand passively being observed, or like the US Marines, where you
have to work hard and earn trust:
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The military takes people and transforms them. Every art is based on an applied
discipline of the technique (craft), the creativity and the vision (art). There are tons of
artists who become adept at the craft, and yet they never produce a masterpiece. I think
that’s a fundamental filter for leadership programs: are you looking for the best and the
brightest so you can help them leverage what they have? Or are you looking for people
who may have the talent but need the transformative experience?

Without genuine responsibility, the potential for transformation shrinks. Give teens real
authority, and they soar as long as they are encouraged to finish what they start and care about
following through on their commitments.

Another David who we quoted in the book and serves as the educational director for national
NCSY, points to accountability as a leadership trait that needs to be nurtured. “Teen boards are
for everyone today. Everyone wants responsibility, but no one wants accountability.” Teens often
don’t think about the consequences of not being accountable:

We don’t tell kids that if you don’t follow through, something is going to fall apart, and
there will be a price to pay. We don’t spell out the consequences well enough. If you
smoke pot on a Shabbaton, you get kicked off. The consequences are clear, but what if
you don’t make all the calls you said you were going to make?

In teen leadership, there may be some very clear boundaries and consequences about certain
offenses while teens may not be accountable for other mistakes. This is inconsistent and can
work against whatever leadership development a school or organization is providing.

13) Shrink Teen Drama and Address Personal Issues Elsewhere: Teen gatherings can be a hotbed
of gossip and drama. “Did you hear what she said?” is followed by “Do you know when he did?”
While many leaders don’t feel the need too, others see informal environments as an opportunity
to relive their own teenage years, or to have a teenage hood they never experienced. It is critical
to be conscious of  the unique role, boundaries and appropriate distance when leading teens.

David, who we just cited, is concerned that we inadvertently make teen leadership more dramatic
than it needs to be. “We associate so much of leadership with the center of the room, the wow.
Who has the golf cart, the keys, the walkie-talkies.” On the one hand, David loves that teens are
able to imagine a world “unencumbered by the cynicism that piles up” in the adult years. “The
world does not have to look this way.” But part of that beautiful naivete is not being realistic
about their current world which can lead to drama between what the world is versus what they
want it to be. “We need to make sure that teens aren’t using leadership roles to address personal
issues.” David is inspired that youth movements, teams, and clubs can provide a framework for
teens to create a more ideal world when there are challenges at school or in their home life:

It’s beautiful that we can provide a space for a stronger network. But whatever is
happening in school and home are real issues that need to be addressed before you lead.
Don’t compensate for your overwhelming emptiness and insecurity through the security
you get in your youth movement. If you don’t do the hard work of addressing your
problems because you have a fancy title in a leadership role, the issues will trickle down
to your leadership. It produces drama, and the drama snowballs. You’re not going to be a
teen leader for the rest of  your life. Your problems will still be there when you’re done.
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Sometimes professionals working with teens want to help solve problems that are too
psychologically complex for their training. Many teens are so vulnerable that they can be easily
exploited by supervisors or counsellors who don’t know their limits. Renana founded the Keshev
Center for exactly this purpose, “we train educators to recognize, evaluate and react to symptoms
of depression, eating disorders, anxiety, other mental health illnesses, and issues relating to group
dynamics. One of the first steps beyond awareness is to know what you don’t know.” Know your
limits. If you want to help a struggling teen, then encourage them to get the professional help
they need.

14) Honor the Uniqueness of Every Teen: “There wasn’t a box I fit in,” says Tzvi, who runs a
regional branch of Chai Lifeline. Tzvi and friends who were like him felt alienated in what they
were doing: “There was nothing for me.” As he got beyond his teen years, he saw how much this
was true for many teens and became a youth minyan leader, primarily because he got paid as an
adult not to be in synagogue services. He started a football league, and it grew rapidly, filled with
many teens who, like him, charted their own path.

Tzvi likes to quote Steve Jobs when thinking about the teen he was and teens he now helps:

Here’s to the crazy ones, the misfits, the rebels, the troublemakers, the round pegs in the
square holes... the ones who see things differently – they’re not fond of rules, and they
have no respect for the status quo... You can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or
vilify them, but the only thing you can’t do is ignore them because they change things...
They push the human race forward, and while some may see them as the crazy ones, we
see genius, because the people who are crazy enough to think that they can change the
world, are the ones who do.

“I have no greater joy,” says Tzvi, “than seeing a teen struggling in his school or home system
then finding a modality where that teen feels there is room for him or her in this world. The day
you were born is God’s way of saying you still matter. At the heart of leadership is the message
that the world needs you.” With a healthy dose of humility, each teen needs to feel the Talmud’s
beautiful words, “The world was created for me” and this sense of unique purpose can drive
them wherever they are.

15) Challenge: Teen leaders need to be stretched, but sometimes teen advisors are too soft to
really grow them: “Most work in the sphere of teen leadership tends ‘to go a little bit on the light
side,’” says Amy, who was the director of Ramah Nyack for 20 years and now is the associate
director of the National Ramah Commission. “We can’t be afraid to do more in-depth work and
take on more challenging issues. These topics should include racism, violence in schools, politics,
our relationship to Israel, intermarriage, Jewish identity, and God.” Amy’s concerned that Jewish
teens don’t feel that there are a lot of worthwhile causes out there. They may feel more angry
than passionate and because of the competing demands on their time, their energies don’t get
tapped and challenged enough.

Inner Workout:

● Which piece of  advice of  the 15 do you relate to most and why?
● What advice do you add to the list to enhance work with teens?
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● Choose one point and contemplate steps to practically integrate it into your
leadership.

Moshe, the Managing Director of NCSY and a teacher in a yeshiva in Israel wants the teen
leadership impulse to be challenged in ways that inspire. “Kids need to feel that they have a
purpose to play in the incredible saga of Jewish history and Jewish peoplehood.” Many teens
who don’t excel academically don’t feel powerful in school settings but may find their joy and
fulfillment elsewhere, where leadership does matter to them:

When you get out of the limits of school, you can really reinvent and tap into different
parts of yourself and embrace them in a way that might not exist elsewhere. When we
help kids understand that we are listening to them and are taking them seriously then
they want to be involved. They see a path and a space. Let’s create the conversations they
want to have.

We conclude with an image that Bill, who we met earlier, shared with us that speaks powerfully
to the way those who work with teens can mentor, grow, watch over, supervise and challenge
teen leaders. Bill has seen teens, year after year, on a service day get off a bus, see the work ahead,
and complain that they don’t want to get their hands dirty. Sometimes within minutes or hours,
the same teens get totally into the task at hand. “You see this magical transformation. You see
natural teen leaders emerge, their whole attitude changes. They don’t want to leave at the end.”
That magical transformation is about being part of something larger and contributing to it,
taking responsibility and following through. It’s about leaders growing other leaders. And it’s a
beautiful thing to watch.
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Afterword: A biblical context for youth
We have shared key programmatic suggestions to assist with your leadership lessons with your
participants along with broader suggestions regarding working youth leaders, however we felt it
imperative to understand the framework for the formative and transformative years of  youth
from a biblical perspective. This period of  life is one of  trial and error, identity construction and
development, high energy and intense drive amongst many other aspects.

Taking into account all the writings of what this stage of life is like and its significance, our
perception would be incomplete if we do not look at a Torah perspective. The biblical word for a
youth is na’ar .(נער) It is usually used in two different contexts: one meaning a youth; and the
other meaning young servant. The best source to include with conveys both meanings is from
the book of  Samuel I (1:24), referring to Samuel himself:

הּו ּהַוַּתֲעֵל֨ רִעָּמ֜ ּתּוַּכֲאֶׁש֣ יםְּגָמַל֗ הְׁש�ָׁש֙הְּבָפִר֤ תְוֵאיָפ֨ ַמ֙חַאַח֥ יִןְוֵנֶ֣בלֶק֙ הּויַ֔ הַוְּתִבֵא֥ ָנַֽער׃ְוַהַּנַ֖ערִׁש֑לֹוֵבית־יְהָו֖

When she had weaned him, she took him up with her, along with three bulls, one ephah of flour,
and a jar of wine. And though the youth was still very young, she brought him to the House of
the God at Shiloh.

While the translation (JPS 1917) suggests here that it means only young, the Da’at Mikrah
explains that it means that the “young boy was serving” (in the Tabernacle in Shilo). There is one
more meaning which could also fit here as well, [na’ar] meaning a pupil or student - one who is
training or learning (Bereishit 37:2).

Although these may have three different meanings, it is possible to group them all under one
single understanding - a na’ar is someone who has not yet completed character formation. A
youth is still building and developing identity; a servant is serving another’s designation, not one’s
own; and a trainee has not yet fulfilled the role they are being trained to fulfill. We may be able to
understand this from the verse in Genesis (25:27):

יםַוּֽיִגְְּדלּ֙ו יַהּנְָעִר֔ וַויְִה֣ יׁשֵעָׂש֗ ַעִא֛ יִדיֵֹד֥ יׁשַצ֖ הִא֣ יׁשְויֲַעקֹ֙בָׂשֶד֑ םִא֣ בָּת֔ אָֹהִלֽים׃יֵֹׁש֖

When the boys grew up, Esau became a skillful hunter, a person of the outdoors; but Jacob was a
naive person who sat in tents.

The boys were referred to as youth (na’arim), and when they grew, they had an established
identity - Esau as a skilled hunter, and Jacob as a naive man who dwelled in the tents.

With this understanding, we can now understand the otherwise complex nature of a different
verse, also using the word na’ar. This verse describes Joshua, Moses’ successor, as a na’ar, which,
according to our aforementioned explanations, would fit perfectly into this context. However,
one almost unnoticed detail adds a twist to this - Joshua was 56 years old. Providing the
calculation of his age, along with an explanation of why he is called na’ar the Nahmanides
explains that any person who serves is called a na’ar - and it doesn’t matter what age they are.
Even someone 56 years old can still be a na’ar! We can apply this explanation to our first
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understanding of what a na’ar is as well. Joshua had not established himself yet. He was learning
in apprenticeship from Moshe, until he took over the full leadership role.

Youth are often energetic, charismatic, and looking for ways to define themselves. They haven’t
yet determined their purpose, but they are trying and learning. They are becoming active in all
sorts of organizations and movements, and searching for their identity. They are no’ar (youth),
and while this stage of  life is super-important, it can also be unstable. So why should youth lead?

The prophet Jeremia (1:6) asked a similar question. When he received his mission from God, he
was more than hesitant to accept it:

ר ְעִּתיִהֵּנ֥האלקיםה'ֲאָהּ֙הָואַֹמ֗ רֽ�א־יַָד֖ ַערַּדֵּב֑ ָאנִֹֽכי׃ִּכי־ַנ֖

I replied: Ah, Lord God! I don’t know how to speak, For I am still a youth.

In other words, I cannot fulfil your mission because I am too young. I do not know how to
speak and no one will listen. Many of us might feel a similar feeling, or think a similar thought.
How can I make a change? I am only one youth. Why would anyone in the community listen? I
am just a youth. God’s response not only delivers a powerful message to Jeremia (1:7), but all
youth:

אֶמר ֹ֤ יה'ַוּי רֵאַל֔ ִכיַנַ֣ערַאל־ּתֹאַמ֖ ֹ֑ יָאנ רִּכ֠ �ֶאְֽׁשָלֲח֙�ַעֽל־ׇּכל־ֲאֶׁש֤ תֵּתֵל֔ רְוֵא֛ ְּתַדֵּבֽר׃ֲאַצְּו֖�ׇּכל־ֲאֶׁש֥

And the Lord said to me: Do not say, “I am still a youth,” But go wherever I send you And speak
whatever I command you.

To say I’m too young isn’t a good excuse. So don’t say it. Everywhere I send you, you’ll go, and
everything I command you you will speak. Why? Because I (God) will give you the power to do
so. We all received gifts from Hashem. Our talents, capabilities, and characteristics are all
blessings from Hashem, gifted to us to be utilized. God sends us into this world to accomplish a
purpose. You don’t need to be older to succeed, you are not too young. Youth have the
incredible power and energy to make great changes and do great things. And this applies to their
peer group, their school or organization, community, and even the whole world.

If we circle back for a moment to our earlier understanding of na’ar we may wonder how we can
lead given we haven’t yet determined our purpose or established our name or character. To be a
na’ar is not merely to be young or to serve, or to be not yet defined - rather it means potential
leaders. That potential will be realized when you go out, act, make a change, and do what you
believe is your mission; your contribution to your community, nation, and to the whole world. In
other words, to serve the greater good; something bigger than yourself. To be a na’ar is to believe
that you can lead and impact, and then get started. Your job as their leader is to inspire this!
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